HEISMAN MANIA
Dantzler leads the Tigers
to a 5-0 record.
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Cheers and jeers
■ The proposition of a
Clemson Wal-Mart has
raised mixed opinions from
the community. Read the
pros and cons of the superstore and the changes it will
bring, both good and bad, to
this college town. Both sides
speak out on one of the most
controversial issues to confront the city in years.

President Barker's 10-year
plan may reach an earlyfruition. Students and the
nation turn their eyes toward
Clemson to see what will be
accomplished next.
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Student performers
present Machinal.
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Relationship comes to a deadly end
^•Apparent murder-suicide
claims student's life.
MACKIE ALL

news editor

In an apparent murder-suicide
that shocked those who knew him,
Pendleton police stated that
Clemson senior Thomas Demar
Littlejohn shot his ex-girlfriend,
Anderson resident Tashauna
Gardner, and then took his own life.
Littlejohn and Gardner were
discovered dead in his bedroom by
his roommate, Andrico Tanner, on
Saturday, Sept. 23.
According to Pendleton Chief of
Police Ken Arthur, Tanner returned
from visiting his parents in
Spartanburg to find Littlejohn and
Gardner dead due to gunshot
wounds. He went next door to
phone the police since the phone
would not work in his Edgewood
Square apartment. The phone in
Littlejohn's room had been taken
off the hook, stated Arthur. The 911
call took place about 9:35 p.m. that
Saturday.
Gardner was fully dressed, said
Arthur, but Littlejohn was naked,
except for his socks. A large
amount of marijuana was found
underneath his body, "but 1 don't
think that's important. It's kind of
gross," said Arthur.
"It was definitely more than a

DAVID KALK/senior staff

IN MEMORIAM: At a memorial held in Littlejohn's memory, Rev Williams gives words of comfort togatherers.
pound," Arthur said of the marijuana found in the room.
Toxicology reports on the bodies
were are not yet available to determine whether or not the couple
had been using the drug.
Littlejohn, 24, and Gardner, 25,
had broken up three months earlier, and according to Anderson

County Coroner Greg Shore, family members of the couple
described a rocky relationship.
Gardner filed a restraining order
against Littlejohn after the split.
She had recently moved to Atlanta
to be with the father of her child
and complained to her family that
Littlejohn stalked her even after

the move.
However, that weekend Gardner
had returned to Pendleton to visit
Littlejohn and family, said Arthur.
"She dropped her child off at
her mother's and came back [to
Littlejohn's],"
said
Arthur.
"Witnesses saw them laughing and
SEE DEATHS, PAGE 11

Rocket eBooks take
Briefs off at Cooper Library
Tiger

Spartanburg Native
Working to Enhance the
Botanical Garden

► Technology enhances the
average reading experience.
COURTNEY LARRY

A Spartanburg native is
doing her part to ensure there
will be a little more beauty in
the world.
Dorothy H. Montgomery is
leading the effort to build an
amphitheater in the South
Carolina Botanical Garden at
the University.
The work honors her husband, the late James B.
Montgomery, a 1939 Clemson
graduate who was also a
Spartanburg native.
After their marriage in
1948, the couple lived in New
York City until 1950 and then
moved to Martinsville, Va.,
where James Montgomery
began a 34-year career with
the Bassett-Walker Knitting
Company and where Dorothy
Montgomery resides today.
Mexican Muralist to
Illustrate Cultural Diversity
Melchor Peredo, one of
Mexico's foremost muralists,
will be at the University this
and next month to grace the
Hendrix Student Center with
a painting celebrating cultural
diversity.
Peredo is the last of a generation of painters trained in the
mural techniques used by several of Mexico's most well
known 20th century painters
of modern murals.
Among those artists are
Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente
Orozco and David Alfaro
Siqueiros.

staff writer

A new type of book has become
available to students at Cooper
Library. Two weeks ago, eight
Rocket eBooks were introduced for
general use.
The Rocket eBooks became
available to the general student
body two weeks ago, and are
already all checked out. These electronic books are small hand-held
devices manufactured by GemStar
(who recently bought Rocket), consisting mainly of a screen on which
the text can be read. The way that
eBooks work is that several different
novels or texts are contained on a
small book-shaped object that

allows the reader to control multiple aspects of the reading. Some of
these unique features include
adjustable print size and back lighting, as well the ability to look up
words, add notes, underline text,
and create bookmarks. Currently,
Cooper Library possesses 43 titles
contained on eight different eBooks.
These titles include classics such as
Wuthering Heights, The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow and Jane Austen.
The books come ready to check out
in a carrying case complete with a
user's guide that details the different functions. Categorized in the
popular reading section, eBooks
may be checked out at the circulation desk on the fourth floor of
Cooper Library. Students, faculty
and staff have a four-week rental
. SEE EB00K, PAGE 8
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ID ME: John Martinellijeremy Crane and Bill Lesesne share some
spirits at Backstreets. All are of age.

Officials take shots at
underage drinking
► Administration advises
against reckless drinkers.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

interim senior staft writer

LENOCON EDGE/sufl photographer

TAKE YOUR PICK: These students can choosefrom many titles on one-book.

The Clemson football team
started off the school year with a
bang, and so did the endless parties. Tailgating, celebrating and
gossiping may help increase the
excitement somewhat, but nowadays alcohol consumption seems
to be the best measure of fun.
Unlike
some
colleges,
Clemson tolerates students getting drunk, but only in private.
However, on a campus where
many students are under 21 years
old, the administration, campus
police and community strongly
discourage underage drinking
and advocate abstinence from
drinking no matter how attractive it may seem.
Once a student is caught, however, nothing is negotiable and
there is no turning back. One cru-

cial mistake, depending on severity, can determine whether a student will still be a Clemson student the next day.
As far as the process goes,
Thea McCrary, Clemson's police
captain, said, "You can be arrested
and go to jail anytime. A blue
ticket is [a] courtesy summons
saying that you have to come to
court on this date and that time.
You have been arrested but you've
not been taken to jail. If you are
under the influence or incapacitated, you are going to go to jail. If
you are pleasant, cooperative and
fine, then you are probably going
to get a courtesy summons and
not have to go to jail and not have
to pay a bond to get out. And then
you show up for your court date.
You plead guilty or you can have
your day in court—go before the
judge or go before the jury."
At court, Judge Deborah
Culler takes all liquor law violaSEE
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Milosevic's grip
on Yugoslavia
is slipping
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

assistant news editor
Escalating the Yugoslav crisis,
President Slobodan Milosevic's
embattled government threatened
for the first time Tuesday to arrest
leaders of the nationwide strikes
seeking to drive him from office.
Nevertheless,
the
strikes
appeared to escalate in the second
day of protests aimed at forcing
Milosevic to concede defeat in the
Sept. 24 elections to Vojislav
Kostunica and step down. Instead,
Milosevic has called a runoff election for Sunday—which the opposition has repeatedly rejected.
As power cuts began due to a
strike at an essential coal mine and
thousands of protesters tried to
march toward the president's residence in Belgrade, the Serbian leadership said it would prevent and
punish any "subversive activity."
A crowd of 20,000 attempted to
march toward Milosevic's residence,
but were turned back by police. The
demonstrators blocked Slavija
square, the city's major intersection,
with containers and shouted, "Let's
go to Dedinje," the executive suburb
where the president's residence is
located.
State television warned that
"special measures" would be taken
against the organizers of what it
called criminal activities.
"Special measures will be taken
against the organizers of these criminal activities," the government said.
The opposition has called for people
to rally in Belgrade, in a final push
to drive Milosevic from power.
Milosevic acknowledges Kostunica
won more votes in the five-candidate contest but insists he fell short
of the required majority?Milosevic's
opponents claim Kostunica won the
election outright and refuse to participate in the runoff election.
"No one had the right to so bluntly annul the people's will,"
Kostunica said. "If we did that we
would betray the will of the voters."
"I think the people have spoken,"
said Lucinda Morrison, a senior
majoring in computer information
systems. "They want him out of
there."
"The government is branding us
saboteurs and enemies, so why don't
they put us on trial?" Kostunica told
40,000 cheering supporters in
Kragujevac. "Let them dare.
Milosevic is the biggest creator of
chaos in Serbia," he said referring to
Yugoslavia's main republic.
In Belgrade, high school students
blocked a downtown square with
garbage containers and tens of
thousands opposition supporters
marched to the government statistics bureau, which counted the
votes from last month's election.
Marchers
chanted,
"Thieves!
Thieves.1"
In Nis, about 400 workers
walked out a tobacco factory, carrying a huge photograph of Milosevic
draped in black cloth as a sign of
mourning.
"All Serbs know by now that
Milosevic lost the election—except
the electoral commission," Nis
Mayor Zoran Zivkovic told the
10,000 people gathered for a rally.
Milosevic remained defiant during the week. In a rare address to the
nation on Monday, he made clear he
would not concede defeat and
wanted a second round of voting. In
his speech, Milosevic made no indication that he plans to use force
against strikers, although his criticism of the opposition suggested he
was keeping all options open.
His spokesman, Nikola Sainovic,
accused the opposition of "brutally
lying" in its claims to have won the
first-round balloting.
"They want chaos in the streets
in order to trigger foreign intervention," said Sainovic.
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FDA approves use of abortion pill
AMY BOEREHA

Daily Illini (U. Illinois)
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111. The
Food
and
Drug
Administration on Thursday
approved the use of the abortion
pill RU-486, which could be available to doctors within a month.
The pill, which is already used
in 13 countries by millions of
women, needs to be used within
the first 49 days after the beginning of the woman's last menstrual period. Studies show the drug is
92 to 95 percent effective in causing early abortion by blocking the
action of the hormone progesterone. This causes the uterine lining to thin so an embryo cannot,
remain implanted.
It is difficult to say how the
approval of the drug will affect
students, said Dr. Anne Robin,
staff physician at McKinley
Health Center and medical director at Planned Parenthood of East
Central Illinois.
Although Robin said the possibility of providing the pill
through McKinley will most likely be discussed soon, she could not
confirm future plans to do so.
Currently, University of Illinois
health centers follow a general
policy of diagnosing a pregnancy,
counseling students and providing them with referrals.
"That's what McKinley has
done for years and years," Robin
said. "So for the immediate future
[of the abortion pill], McKinley
would probably find out who the
local providers would be and refer
to them. That's what we do with
surgical abortions right now—give
students a list of local providers:"
Local providers have generally
included Planned Parenthood,
women's health and family medical centers and ob-gyn centers,
Robin said.
McKinley Health Center offers
students many contraceptive
options, including birth control
pills, condoms, morning-after
pills, Depo-Provera, diaphragms
and IUDs. Any female student

NEW DRUG: This little pill, recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration, causes abortions. The
pills could be available to doctors soon and offer a less traumatic alternative to traditional abortions.
who has had a physical exam,
whether at McKinley or at another
provider, is eligible for contraceptives.
Robin emphasized the difference between the abortion pill and
contraceptives such as the morning-after pill, which McKinley has
provided for 20 years.
"This is not birth control; this is
for when birth control fails,"
Robin said. "The morning-after
pill is a completely differing thing.
It's always very confusing for people."
Planned Parenthood of East
Central Illinois will consider
offering it although it is not ready
to now, said Kathie Spegal, director
of community affairs.
"I don't think it will take [as
long as a year], but the protocol has
to be established, and all clinics
have to work together," Spegal said.
Anti-abortion organizations
have fought to keep the drug out of

the United States since its 1988
debut in France. In 1989, President
Bush's administration banned the
drug from the country.
The Clinton-Gore administration worked for the last seven years
to bring the drug here.
The pill is known by its chemical name, mifepristone. The
process involves a woman taking
three pills and returning to the
doctor two days later for a second
drug, misoprostol, that causes
uterine contractions to expel the
embryo. Two weeks later, the
woman will return for another
visit to confirm the abortion is
complete.
The FDA will only release the
pill.to doctors who can operate in
case a surgical abortion is needed
to complete the job, or in cases of
severe bleeding. The pill will also
only.be distributed to doctors who
are trained to accurately diagnose
the duration of pregnancy and to

detect tubal pregnancies, because
women with such a condition cannot receive the drug.
The pill-induced abortion
might result in heavy bleeding
and nausea, although the FDA
determined that heavy bleeding is
rare.
Health experts said the number
of abortions have not increased in
Europe, so it should not happen
here, according to wire reports. But
the FDA's formal approval might
encourage more doctors who do
not offer surgical abortions to rely
on the pill, which makes it easier
for women to receive an abortion
without travelling far.
Abortion providers said the pill
should cost about the same as a
surgical abortion, although a
Danco Laboratories spokeswoman
refused to confirm, according to
wire reports. The New York company will market mifepristone
under the brand name Mifeprex.

Study finds discrepancy in AP test scores
RACHEL AVIV

Brown Daily Herald (Brown U.)
(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, R.I. Scores on Advanced Placement
tests are inflated, according to a
new study by a Yale University
professor. The study found that
more than two-thirds of test takers
score a three or higher, but only 49
percent receive college credit
"This discrepancy is due to the

fact that colleges have maintained
their course standards, while AP
scores have gradually become
inflated," wrote William Lichten,
professor emeritus of physics at
Yale and a fellow at the Institution
of Social and Policy Studies, in an
email. "As a result, 300,000 students are being told by one table
that they have qualified for course
credit, and by another table that
they don't qualify."
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TOO HIGH: According to a study by a Yale pmfessor, advanced placement
test scores do not accurately reflect knowledge.

Lichten wrote that he believes
some students may be falsely
encouraged to take AP tests
because the College Board has
overestimated their odds of receiving college credit. He accused the
College Board of expanding the AP
program without adjusting it to
meet the needs of an increasingly
diverse group of students.
But Lee Jones, executive director
of the AP program, said Lichten
understands neither how AP
grades are set nor the standards on
which they are based.
"Lichten's research is very
flawed," he said. "It is true that
many highly selective colleges and
universities that used to routinely
accept AP grades of three now
require grades of four for many AP
exams and require fives in some
cases."
This change in policy is not
reflective of grade inflation in AP,
Jones asserted, but a reflection of
the fact that as more students enter
college with an increasing number
of APs, colleges examine whether it
still makes sense to award as much
credit and placement as they once
did.
Highly selective schools, such as
Stanford, Duke, Cornell and Yale
universities, are currently accepting nothing below a four, and nothing below a five for English courses.
"Ivy League academic deans
have informed me that these institutions want a student w*ho
receives an undergraduate degree
from Harvard, or Yale, or Brown, for
example, to have put in nearly four
years at that institution so that

their degree truly represents a
Harvard/Yale/Brown experience,"
Jones said.
As a result, while some credit
may be given for AP exams, top
universities are unlikely to award
credits in a way that would allow
many students to earn up to two or
more semesters of college credit
through AP exams, he added.
When AP exams first debuted,
they were geared toward a small,
elite group of students who wished
to be evaluated by college faculty.
Now, one-half of American
schools, and one-third of collegebound students participate in the
program.
Each year, one million exams
are taken, approximately 500 times
the original number.
Test graders as well as test takers have diminished in quality,
according to Lichten's study For
the 1999 American History AP test,
316 graders were high school teachers, 60 were from community colleges or unaccredited colleges, and
only 180 were from accredited
four-year colleges.
Lichten believes this goes handin-hand with a change in function
of the AP exams.
"Their new role must be as
placement tests, not advanced
placement tests," he wrote.
One Brown student, Claire
Pauley '04, agrees.
"Everyone from my school got
fours and fives on their APs," she
said. 'It got to the point where we
figured that the scores couldn't
possibly mean that we were qualified to skip college courses."
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Wetlands study discovers ways to restore nature
^■Shoreline nursery study
will stop dangerous erosion.
BRIAN LEONARD

staff writer

The
Clemson
University
Cooperative Shoreline Plants
Nursery
received
an
Environmental Protection Agency
award Tuesday for its research and
efforts toward recovering the
shorelines of area lakes.
Looking at Lake Hartwell these
days, the most prominent feature
is not its amazingly calm surface
or gigantic size, but rather the red
strip of dirt several feet wide that
frames the water. This scar is
caused partly by recent low water
levels, but the continuous erosion
by waves also plays a large role.
At the Shoreline Plants
Nursery, Dr. Larry Dyck and his
team of graduate student
researchers have begun the
decade-long process of correcting
the problems caused by the unnatural creation of the reservoirs that
include
Lakes
Hartwell,
Thurmond and Keowee.
Lisa McKinley, a liaison
between the EPA and University
projects such as the nursery, said,
"In a natural lake, erosion protection would develop over time, but
since these are man-made, we have
to help along the process."
The EPA "Friends of the
Wetlands" award was presented to
Dyck and his students because
they "recognize the importance of
[these] crucial resources or understand the wetlands' role in providing clean water, appreciate plant
and animal habitats, and initiated
educational,
protective
and
restorative actions."
The process being researched
and implemented in several test
projects has been named geolif t. It

involves using natural fiber mesh
logs to support a built-up
embankment on the shore of a
lake. Native grasses, trees and
shrubs are then strategically
placed to form a support infrastructure of roots. These roots will
continue to hold to placed soil
long after the logs have biodegraded.
Using natural plants that are
native to the area for this function
is the main emphasis. Plants such
as the silky dogwood, elderberry
and black willow are first cut at
the stem and made into a "life
stake." When placed correctly
into the ground, often through the
placed logs, these stems will begin
to sprout an amazing amount of
roots, thus keeping the shoreline
soil from eroding.
"These life stakes also benefit
the many kinds of wildlife that
inhabit our area," said Julie
Mitchell, a graduate student who
has been working on this technique, as she displayed an eightfoot willow she grew from a single
stem, planted two years ago.
Dyck has been working on this
particular project for three years
with help from graduate students
including Mitchell and Michael
Dorn, a graduate student majoring
in botany. Dorn gave a tour of his
grass samples that have helped
tremendously to prevent erosion
from Lake Thurman.
The project is funded by the
South Carolina Department of
Natural Resources, which has its
regional headquarters not far from
campus on the edge of Lake
Hartwell. The partnership works
well because the agency is primarily concerned with creating habitats, which Dyck's project produces while saving the soil. The
area around the building has been
transformed as native vegetation

LEONARD/sl.lfi photographer

PAYOFF: Dr. Larry Dyck and his team ofgraduate student researchers look into ways to improve the environment and erosion. This "Friends of the Wetlands" award brings prestige to the study
was planted. Nature trails and an
amphitheater near the lake are
also planned.
"The ultimate goal of the project," said McKinley, "is to educate
homeowners on the lake to go
with native species which will
both benefit the habitat and be
easier to maintain. They must
know that they can still create
beauty and be environmentally
correct."
Homeowners could greatly
benefit from Dyck's research.
Native plants are easier and less
costly to maintain since they can
survive naturally and therefore do
not require fertilizer like plants
such as azaleas. The natural
method of shoreline protection
also costs a third of the price of the
current most popular method,

What's

HOMECOMING
without
BOWMAN FIELD
DISPLAYS?
Thanks to the Clemson Alumni Association — through
Central Spirit — you don't have to answer that question. The
Alumni Association supports Homecoming displays by fully funding
cash awards to all participants and winners. Plus, the Association
hosts Parents Weekend so that all parents of Clemson students have
the opportunity to experience the delight of a Clemson Homecoming
extravaganza. Call 864-656-2345 for details.

Clemson Homecoming Extravaganza and
Fifteenth Annual Clemson Parents Weekend
October 1345
The Clemson Alumni Association Your LIFELONG CONNECTION to Clemson

called riprap, which involves placing large granite rocks on the
shore, which neither allow growth
nor look pretty.
"It is a long process. It's a whole
mindset. At Home Depot, [native
plants] are not available. The average person just does not know you
can make a whole tree out of
stick," said McKinley, referring to
Mitchell's earlier display. •
"It's not that easy," reinforced
Mitchell. "Right now there is a burgeoning need for native plant
nurseries and anyone that lives on
a lake needs to know about them."
Full public outreach is scheduled later though. The research
and testing process is still being
conducted primarily with state
and federal agencies and a few
select homeowners.

"We aren't trying to do this
with every homeowner until our
methods are proven," explained
Dyck. "Eventually, though, every
house on the lake having recovered shoreline is our goal."
That is a large goal, too. Lake
Hartwell alone has 1,000 miles of
shoreline, more than that of South
Carolina's coastline and the
Atlantic Ocean. Fifty-four percent
of that distance is privately
owned.
Mickey Feltus, who made the
trip from EPA Region 4 headquarters in Atlanta for the presentation, said, "We can have the balance nature that we've lost by
adding these reservoirs. What this
award is really all about is bringing the natural habitat back and
celebrating our environment."
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STAFF EDITORIAL

What a year to be a
student at Clemson
Prosperity has shined on the University
and as students, we should be proud
How great a year to be a graduate from this fine institution.
Awards are being bestowed upon
this noble University, monies are
flowing into research programs,
school-wide goals are being not
only met, but exceeded. We are
determined to become one of the
top schools in the nation, and seeing the way things are going,
Clemson will get there—and at this
pace, it will be well ahead of
President Barker's 10-year schedule.
The most buzzworthy and first
in the minds of many students has
been the phenomenal success of
the Tigers on the football field. To
think that Clemson has a potential
Heisman candidate in the unassuming Woody Dantzler! Yet football is only the tip of the iceberg.
Athletics across the board have
seen national attention with good
reason. A number two Lady Tigers
soccer team and the top 20 ranked
men's soccer has garnered praise
from the students and the nation
alike. Virtually all the sports teams
at the University are having a banner year, and there is good reason to
be proud. With the national attention Clemson is receiving on the
sports level, Clemson's name will
be better recognized, and thus
hopefully encourage prospective
students to look to "that school in
South Carolina."
Even more satisfying to most of
the students, however, should be
the attention Clemson is receiving
as an academic institution—this is
what is going to really help when
looking for a job or getting into
graduate school. TIME magazine
saw it fit to label Clemson as "Public
College of the Year" because of the
school's excellence in emphasizing
communication in all of its curricula. As U.S. News & World Report's
number 38 public school in the

nation, Clemson is quickly heading
toward getting into the national top
20 rankings, as part of Barker's plan
for the University.
Clemson is surely becoming one
of the revered universities in the
United States. All this national
attention has given the University a
higher profile than it has ever seen.
This profile in turn allows Clemson
to become a highly selective university with regards to admissions.
Because of the increased Life
Scholarship and Clemson's national stature, applications are at an alltime high and this past freshman
class was well over the target numbers. With this kind of enthusiasm
coming from prospective students,
the bar is slowly being set higher
with SAT scores increasing on average (1152 for freshman class) and
more scholarship recipients choosing Clemson over rival universities.
We should relish in the quality of
students wanting to come here.
Graduates in December and
May should be jumping for joy
because of the magnificent success
that Clemson has seen this year so
far. Imagine a senior year marked
by a top 10 football team, "Public
College of the Year" and the
University Singers performing at
Carnegie Hall. Stop imagining,
because it is all happening. And
what future employer is not going
to look where a graduate went to
school and not be impressed by
what he or she finds? If they are
impressed, there is no reason we
should not be even more so.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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Sometimes it is good tojust stop and think
I have recently found myself in time of my life, as singlehood does
some interesting situations have its downfalls. For example,
regarding those pesky members when I am at the bar and I am bomof the opposite sex. No situations barded with scary computer geeks
are really interesting enough to and accountants with stalker tenmention, but they have really made dencies it would be nice to have a
me think about this whole "meet- tall, dark handsome boyfriend come
ing people" thing.
to my rescue. It would also come in
My current status in life is handy to have someone give me a
painfully single, which means foot rub after working all Friday
there hasn't been a boyfriend in night waiting tables.
well over a
The dating scene
year and there
hasn't been good to
isn't
really
me lately. I meet peom. Ik Anne Marie ple all the time, but
anyone on the
horizon. I am
J
I Hathcock
things just never pan
almost 22, so I
out. I am sure it has
J|
R^kyout
wouldn't say
something to do
m
^Coordinator
that I am out
with all the numlooking for a
bers being "lost."
boyfriend, but I seem to always be
I am also painfully picky.
aware of my "status."
Friends tell me to stop being so
Don't worry, I am not using this judgmental and give people a
column as a pity party to me. Being chance. A friend's theory of dating
single is great, for the most part. I do was something along the lines of
what I want all the time. When I "hey, it's a free dinner." I took her
(rarely) meet that cute someone at advice, kept an open mind and I
the bar, I feel guilt when he buys me ended up getting stalked. So, I tried.
drinks and kisses me goodnight. It,
So, I have come to the conclusion
of course, sucks when he "loses my that it's best to just be myself and go
number" and I don't hear from him with my gut. Sometimes that
again. But I can't get all that upset, as means breaking a few hearts, and
I am guilty of "losing" a couple of probably enduring a few myself.
numbers myself.
Sure, it's depressing trying to
I wouldn't say I am having the remember the last time I got flow-
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ers or a free dinner. But, it's too soon
for me to start getting worried
about living my entire life alone.
For now, I will just have worry
about all my classes, jobs and student organizations that are filling
up my life. Like I said, this wasn't a
pity party. I am happy living life on
my own. I don' t have to worry
about why I didn't come home
until daylight one night and or
explain why I just want to sit at
home and watch Dawson's Creek. I
especially am happy about being
able to take my dream job without
worrying how it will affect a relationship.
As for surviving the dating and
"meeting people" part of being single, well, I guess I just have to endure
it for now. It's really not that bad
when you compare it to the things
that really matter.
As for my recent situations, they
will just work themselves out.
Probably just in time for more to
arise and I will be forced to rethink
everything. But I guess that's what
it's all about.
Anne Marie Hathcock is a senior
majoring in graphic communications. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Professor offers
advice to columnist
Steve Caldes: You may be mad
now but you'll be getting even
madder if you don't drop your
biases concerning work.
First, forget your friend in New
York. The rents and taxes make up
for the salary. Talk to your friend
in North Carolina. He/she's making national scale engineering
money in a low cost of living state.
Mainly, however, drop your preconceived notions about what would
interest you in working. What
most people find is that the challenge of making something better
than anyone else makes work
interesting, whether you're making
donuts, dungarees or whatever. It
also gets interesting when you get
paid to do this and you have to
travel around the world to do it.
So, this is what you should be
doing: First, ask every girl you meet
(or guy, or both, according to your
inclination) the question "Are you
getting by on the interest, or are
you spending the principal yet?"
When you find one who understands the question, your next
moves are obvious.
Second, talk to your folks about
the family business or your uncle's
family business. Most people who

find themselves in your situation
are from affluent families and
many have family businesses.
If none of this works, go to the
Michelin Career Center. Follow the
rules there but when the opportunity arises, ask the question, "So
what programs on campus place
the highest percentage of their
graduates in high paying easy professional jobs but don't require calculus, organic chemistry or biochemistry in their curricula?"
When you get this list, visit each
department and ask for the name
and phone number for last year's
top graduate. Call that person and
ask about his/her classmates. "How
are they doing out there in the
world of work?" If you can't get the
name of someone to call from that
program, as a senior you'll be able
to find another senior in that program. Just as you know how things
are going career-wise in your
department, that senior will know
about his/her department.
Yes, there's a program you
should consider transferring into.
Look on the bright side: it's probably taken three years for you to
learn how to really enjoy college
life; now you'll have three more
years to apply that knowledge and
you'll have that much more time to
find someone who understands
that question about interest and

principal.
I'm not a writer, but I've tried to
respond in a tone similar to that in
your article, i.e., a light tone on a
serious matter.
Peter Verango

professor of packaging science

Country headed
toward socialism
Our country was founded on
freedom of and for the individual
Starting slowly with my generation
and increasing faster with each passing generation our people are searching frantically for security, security
through government programs.
Just remember, with freedom on
one end of a scale and security on
the other end — the only people with
maximum security are in prison!
John Deney
concerned reader
Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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Choosing the better of the two A sorry addict confesses his sins
I have to admit that I quickly lost interest in
the presidential race after McCain didn't
make it to the primaries. I liked his ideals,
yet felt he was down-to-earth enough to
inspire compromise from both parties. My
hopes were shattered when he lost out to
Bush— it was like my favorite person had
been replaced with a robot.
So what do you do when your favorite
candidate is voted out, and you have to pick
up the baton again? Whom do you go for? My
answer is that I still have no clue. After
watching last night's presidential debate, I
have been jarred out my apathy into thinking about my choices
again—but my choices
aren't that good, maybe
like the difference
between eating week old
leftovers or nothing at all.
In the words of the
experts, each man was up
against a challenge. Where
Bush "held his own", Gore presented himself as
more "with it". Although I agree that Gore did
a good job presenting himself as interested
and passionate, Bush looked completely lost.
My definition of rhetoric is something of
little substance that is spoken with the intent
to evade or hinder true dialogue. Bush's lack of
experience shined like the noonday sun at this
debate. I think he must have had an automatic
button under his lapel that he would push in
emergencies which said, "you Democrats have
had your chance to make things happen in
office, it's our turn." I heard that one a zillion
times or more in the course of the debate, and
it was usually spoken to deflect legitimate
criticism. For instance, when Gore pointed out
that under Bush's plan financially needy
seniors would have to wait four years before
getting any relief while others would get
immediate tax breaks, Bush evaded the parley
with a phrase like "you're using fuzzy math
there". Regardless of who has the better opinion on the subject, Bush seemed so incompetent, I almost felt sorry for him.
Although I'll vote for Gore only if I have
no other choice, it was obvious that he outshined Bush during this debate. His experience was apparent when he elaborated on

what he thought the role of the U.S. should
be in Serbia in response to tyrant Milosevic's
recent loss in the presidential election and
subsequent refusal to leave office. Bush not
only seemed completely insecure about himself in these waters, but he also pronounced
the name of Milosevic like three different
ways. In this increasingly interconnected
world, it won't take long for this type of noncaring attitude to be put to the test. I hope I'm
somewhere under a rock when this happens.
Unfortunately for me it isn't as easy as saying that Gore is it. There is a sentiment
among the people which Bush feebly tries to
represent, that our government needs to clean itself
up, and that there has been
too much waste and abuse
Molly
of power in Washington, for
Stenhouse
instance on the issue of
columnist
campaign finance reform.
Although McCain made a
better symbol for this
protest, Bush does have a point and following
on the theme. And Gore's mention that he
would get the McCain-Feingold Act passed
through Congress was appropriate and timely. But the question on this is, because of his
past mistakes, is he distanced enough from
this atmosphere to do anything about it? Will
he even have any leverage in office, if he
doesn't have the congressional majority?
But if he can't do anything good, maybe
he can't do anything bad either. Bush, who I
am afraid has been riding on his father's coattails and has a serious lack of experience,
may cause some major trouble for us later. So
maybe the only question that remains is, who
will do the least evil?
Agh! This is terribly depressing!! But don't
give up hope babes. At least I can be encouraged about the learning potential in this.
After all, if I feel confident that I have made
the best choice possible, what can I lament?
And if I have made a mistake, I can only be
wiser when the next election comes around.
Right? So go out there and vote.
Molly Stenhouse isagrad student in education and student affairs counseling. Email
comments to leticrs@tiger.clemson.edu.

y name is Dan Lilly, and I have a
problem. I am a recovering addict. I
have spent the last two years of my
life waiting for my next fix. Nothing to me
was more important than shooting up with
large doses of cable programming. Anything
I could get my hands on—VH-1, MTV,
Comedy Central, FX. I was such a sucker it
makes me want to cry. I have watched and
enjoyed both Jerry Springer and Dawson's
Creek. It's depressing in retrospect, days on
top of days spent giving my undivided
attention to the television, and I have nothing to show for it.
I should have been
reading books, educating
myself, learning to play
new musical instruments,
making new friends.
Instead, I can name the
cast members on every
season of The Real World;
I have seen every Behind
the Music, and I can trace for you the origins
of every story line in Saved by the Bell. Days
and days of my life are down the tubes.
After being permanently scarred, I am only
now realizing what a foul decision I have
made.
It wasn't entirely my choice; I come from
a long line of TV addicts. Most of the time I
have spent with my father has been over
one of those terrible USA network action
shows, or cable access programming, where
every day at 5:30 we would be taken on a
camcorder tour of some local factory where
the audio and visual were absolutely terrible, but nonetheless, enthralling. My mother
has not gone unaffected; she has joined
Oprah's army. She has been convinced that
buying bowls will help her get in touch
with her spirit. So far my mom still can't
give me an account of spirit, and our house
is littered with somewhere around a hundred bowls.
Television is a drug, an escape from reality. Most addicts are completely ignorant to
their condition. They spend days viewing
programs that are constructed on a seventhgrade reading level—playing directly to the
lowest common denominator of society's

M
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Dan Lilly isafreshman majoringin
philosophy. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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The George Bush, Inc tax
plan hits close to home

What attracted you most to Clemson University?

Tony Pesce

mechanical
engineering
sophomore
"I like the location of Clemson because
it's close to the mountains and Lake
Hartwell. 1 also like all the construction and the parking."

intellect. The average American teen spends
more time in front of the television than in
the classroom. During this exorbitant
amount of time nothing positive occurs.
Their life is stagnated only to watch something undoubtedly artificial, peppered with
promotions for product.
Thirty percent of network programming
is dedicated to peddling product. Nike
flashes fancy adds for athletic shoes, constructed by toddlers, which will bring your
game to a new level. Tiger Woods says he is
such a great golfer because (unlike the rest
of us) he can stomach a bowl of Wheaties.
The fact is these people
have become successful
because they were doers,
not inactive spectators.
Dan
While Tiger is busy workLilly
ing on his short game, I'm
columnist
getting my rest on.
Television is best at
making us feel terrible
about ourselves. In fact, the worse we feel, the
more television thrives—and the more we
keep coming back. TV gives us a mold that
we are supposed to fall into by filling our
screen with slop that we inevitably begin to
idolize. When this happens, we immediately
feel like we need something more for ourselves—this is precisely when programming
is interrupted for advisements selling us on
beauty products, clothing, food, etc.
I admire people who are strong, successful,
and intelligent. I have realized that I have no
chance of becoming anything but a dropout
if I spend all my time in front of a television
watching Britney Spears videos. It comes
down to this. Television is a complete waste
of your life. I have accomplished more in the
last two months (sober), than I did in my
entire high school career. So do yourself a
favor and turn off your TV (or better yet,
burn it). Limit yourself to a few programs a
week (i.e. Simpsons, Thundercats), and cut out
channel surfing. I promise, you will thank
me. And I promise, you will never miss it.

"What attracted me most to Clemson
was its balance of everything 1 was
looking for: a great engineering program, beautiful campus, great sports
and great out-of-state price."

Kristen Hunt

accounting
sophomore

"Well, my whole family went here and
it's really pretty and the typical college

"1 Chris Tarn

1 general
^ engineering
S freshman
"The price, the fact that it was in-state,
they offered me scholarship, and the
educational programs are superior to
others in the state."

"1 only came down here for the weather."

When I was a little kid, I
used to dream of being
a multimillionaire.
Such dreams were an easy reali
ty during the '80s. Reagan was
king, the evils of communism
had been defeated and your
money was
your money.
Though
political and
economic
environments
change, one
must stay
steadfast to
his most
beloved goals. I was beginning to
think that I would never make
my first million—that is until I
landed my job at The Tiger.
Thanks to corporate sponsorship and endorsements, I now
earn over six figures a year, and
that does not include stock
options.
In the past, I was part of an
elite group known as the poor
liberal media. As a member of
this elite group, we would have
championed the ideas of our
steadfast buddies (a.k.a. the
Democrats) and other leftist
groups such as the Green Party.
But as a newborn representative
of the top one percent of the
nation, I take it upon myself to
champion the cause of George
Bush, Inc. and his allies.
The top one percent of the
nation is always overlooked. Our
voice counts too, and I am sick
and tired of being ignored by

this notion of bourgeoisie populism. Just because I have the
insight.to become the top one
percent of the nation, that does
not mean I should face a higher
tax burden.
A million dollars are not
quite what they
used to beespecially
when you are
talking about
taxable gross
income. Bush
has a tax plan
that will end
this heinous
inequity. The George Bush, Inc.
tax plan helps the guy with the
upper hand. It is about time we
had a candidate who could
speak for the nation's top one
percent.
George Bush, Inc.'s great
insight on this matter comes
from the fact that he is also part
of the top one percent. He has
led a privileged life, so he can
very easily identify with the
needs and demands of the upper
class. Capitalism will once again
take priority in our government
If you are in the top one percent, like me, then we must
make a statement on Nov 7. Our
voice must not be divided on
this issue. The top one percent
needs to unanimously support
Bush Inc. at the polls.
With Bush everything is in its
right place. I trust I can rely on
your vote. Expect a Christmas
card.
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GO Capitalism
SANDI OWENS

staff writer

At one time or another, usually during
the first week of freshman year, most
students realize that there is a need
for a store that is stocked with almost everything. They also realize that there is such a
store—Wal-Mart.
The well-known "one stop supercenter"
allows students to buy groceries, school supplies, toiletries, necessities for residence hall
rooms and apartments, film development,
and a variety of other things that they need
to get at any time of the day or night.
"I have to go to Wal-Mart to get the things
I need for school as well as for the things I
make for my sorority, like posters, bulletin
boards and plastic containers," said sophomore Tina Becker.
Currently, Wal-Mart is proposing to
build its superstore in Pickens County off of
Highway 123. The store would be located on
the Issaquenna Trail and would take up a
total of 35 acres of land.
Wal-Mart plans to build its supercenter
outside of the city of Clemson. By building
the store in this location, it would prevent a
zoning ordinance from being issued to stop
or discourage its building.
The county government has also taken
over access roads that would be going into
the Wal-Mart, which would make these
roads public areas.
Within the past few years, the county
paid to install a new sewer system which
would encourage property development in
this area, so the county has its reasons for
supporting a Wal-Mart, as do some students.
"I go to Wal-Mart all of the time, and I
think that it's too far to drive to the one in
Anderson every time I go," Becker said. "WalMart would get a lot of business in Clemson,
so it would definitely be a good investment."
Along with meeting some students'
needs, the building of a Wal-Mart would be
an asset to the city and county of Clemson.
"New property developments will help to
pay taxes," said Chris Olsen, Wal-Mart's
lawyer. "There is a local option sales tax of

one percent, which rolls back people's real
estate taxes on their property. Wal-Mart's
annual sales are $60 million, which would
increase this area's tax base."
"I think that a Wal-Mart would help the
location it would be built at because that
area isn't economically developed well," said
Courtney Fajen, a sophomore. "A Wal-Mart
could bring business to this area."
According to Olsen, 80 percent of the
people in Clemson are in favor of building
the superstore. An even larger percentage of
people 25 years old and under—93 percentare in favor of Wal-Mart building in
Clemson.
"With around 18,000 students attending
Clemson University, it makes sense to build
a Wal-Mart," said sophomore Tyler Bagley "It
should be available with this many people
living in Clemson."
Since Clemson has the reputation of
being a college town, it is useful for students
to have a Wal-Mart nearby in case they do
not have a car, need to get something on the
spur of the moment, or do not prefer driving
at least 20 minutes to the nearest Wal-Mart.
"Compared to a lot of other college towns,
we don't have much in the way of business,"
said senior Jodi Baker. "There are only a few
shops and restaurants downtown, which
means you have to drive at least 20 minutes
to get the things you need for class."
For college students who live on a budget, Wal-Mart is a preferred place to shop. It
has reasonable prices, a good selection of
products, and usually works on a 24-hour a
day operation.
"It's easier to be able to just drive down the
road whenever you need something, no matter what time it is or how many times you
need to go back to get something else,"
Bagley said.
"Based on a poll that we conducted, only
16 percent of the residents in Clemson are
against building a Wal-Mart," Olsen said.
"I definitely think that building a WalMart would be good for students, especially
since it's usually open 24 hours a day and
has everything that students need all in one
place," said Autumn Miller, a senior.

STOP Sprawl
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

interim senior staff writer

When Wal-Mart, through numerous
marketing studies, realized that
no other big retail business had
tapped into the possibly explosive consumer market in Clemson, Pickens and surrounding areas, it ran for the land to build
yet another supercenter. While about threequarters of the Wal-Mart would be located
in Pickens County, Wal-Mart had to ask for
the city of Clemson's permission for access
to a crucial 200 feet of property adjacent to
Issaqueena Trail so it could build driveways
into the store. However, the planning commission denied the request, as they did not
feel Wal-Mart could help reach their goals
from the city's comprehensive plan in relation to future growth. Reluctantly, WalMart went about processing different
options.
Wal-Mart found a partner with the
Pickens County Council, which passed a
resolution to condemn the land of the city
of Clemson to Wal-Mart, meaning it
ignored the city's previous decision.
However, the Clemson community fought
back with the organization of Citizens for
Responsible Growth in Clemson, also
known as CRGC leading the way.
Threatening to take legal action, both
agreed to back down and Wal-Mart took yet
another route and asked for rezoning and
apparently having not learned from the
first time around, it again asked for some
residential areas inside Clemson. After
meeting defeat .with the city's planning
department for the second time, Wal-Mart
moved on and appealed to the board of zoning appeals. The appeal was dropped by a
unanimous decision and Wal-Mart
appealed it yet again to the circuit court,
where the case sits today. Most recently,
Wal-Mart's attorney Chris Olsen proposed
that a developer deed the much-coveted city
land instead of condemning it.
In regards to what has happened the past
year, Michael Silvestri, director of the
advisement center and co-organizer of
CRGC said, "At this point this issue should
be over. We shouldn't even be talking about
this absurd plan to give land to the county.
They've [Wal-Mart] went through the
process of public hearing. They've heard citizen input and the council has voted against
it. I would hope this plan to give land to the
county wouldn't go any further. I would
expect and hope that the city would fight
this hard. If Pickens County were to act on
this, then they don't care what the city of
Clemson does or wants."
And as far as the issue goes, Silvestri said,
"The other side tries to make this an issue of
whether or not Clemson gets a Wal-Mart
and that's not the issue. This is not an
abstract question. You have to talk about
what the impact of a store that size would
be at that site. It's just a bad idea."
And one of the reasons why so many
people have protested the possible traffic
disasters. Sprague and Sprague of
Greenville was hired to study this potential
problem. It estimated that at least 22,000
car trips would be made per day versus the
current and already crowded 5,000.
David Allison, associate professor of
architecture said, "Issaqueena Trail, which is
a long windy road, is going to have a lot
more traffic on there. It's already not one of
the safest roads as far as driving, much less
with more traffic. I'm convinced that the
vast majority of student traffic will end up
coming down Pendleton Road. Commuter
and residential parking lots of campus
along Perimeter Road approach the WalMart by going down Pendleton Road to

Issaqueena Trail. You know how backed up
[Highway] 93 can be in the afternoons and a
lot of people try to avoid that. There is a lot
of traffic going on. It's going to create a hazardous situation."
If the Wal-Mart were to be built, Silvestri
said, "This road has to be widened and the
bridge over [Highway] 123 has to be
widened. The cost based on the traffic
study and based on experiences elsewhere
is about $4 million and another six to eight
million for the widening of Issaqueena Trail
and there is almost certain to be more development here. This road capacity is going to
be overwhelmed. This is going to have to
come from state money, which has already
committed the money for the next six years
or so."
But not only are irritated drivers complaining, but also the many business that
reside in Clemson, which has caused many
owners to join CRCG's bandwagon.
Stephanie Barczewski, professor of history and president of CRCG, wrote an economical report on this matter and said, "As
local merchants lose business to Wal-Mart,
their ability to continue paying rent for
prime retail space will decrease. Some businesses will close. A1995 survey done in Iowa
shows what Wal-Mart did to local business
in the state since its arrival in 1983: 50 percent of clothing stores closed, 30 percent of
hardware stores closed, 25 percent of building materials stores closed, 42 percent of
variety stores closed, 29 percent of shoes
stores closed, 17 percent of jewelry stores
closed and 26 percent of department stores
closed. The situation in Clemson may turn
out to be better or worse than this, but some
effect will doubtless be felt by businesses in
both downtown and the other commercial
areas, such as Hwy 123 and Hwy
93. In these areas, rents will decline
and some businesses will close."

STOPPING on the next page
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Diversity workshop brings certified trainers to Clemson
^■Forty-four participants
attend three day seminar.
SANDI OWENS

staff writer
One group whose primary goal
and purpose for being is to
approach diversity and discrimination is the National Coalition
Building Institute.
Two certified NCBI trainers visited the University's Madren Center
from Sept. 22-24- to lead faculty,
staff, administration members and
students through a training workshop. The purpose was to certify
participants to facilitate and lead
diversity workshops both on and
off of Clemson's campus.
There were a total of 44 participants at the weekend's workshop.
They came from five different institutions: the University, South
Carolina State University, TriCounty Technical College, Furman
University and Anderson College.
"The idea for this workshop
came out of pur campus's diversity
team. We felt that we needed to help
other institutions by sharing the
success of Clemson's diversity team
with them, so we got a group
together and applied for a grant to
fund the project," said Altheia
Richardson, director of the Harvey
and Lucinda Gantt Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
A grant was given for the project
by South Carolina Alliance 2020,
which is a partnership of South
Carolina State, South Carolina
Technical and Comprehensive
Education System, and the
University. Alliance 2020 was
formed in 1993 in response to the W.
K.
Kellogg
Food
Systems
Professions Education Initiative.
The purpose for the partnership is
to encourage interaction between
institutions of higher learning and
to develop collaborative programs.
i The workshop consisted of
training the participants in facilitating workshops which focus on
increasing the awareness of diversity and discrimination while also
helping to reduce the problems that
arise from each of these issues.
"Before I was involved with, this
program, I had mixed feelings about
the issue of diversity. The workshop
helped me to understand where
people were coming from and to
appreciate those differences," said
Melissa Shivers, graduate student
and associate director for the

Harvey and Lucinda Gantt Office
of Multicultural Affairs.
During the workshop, participants learned to feel pride in their
diversity while also learning how to
interact correctly and respectfully
when dealing with the issue.
Participants also learned that discrimination occurs among individuals with regard to several aspects
of their lives such as gender, ethnicity, social class and many other
aspects that may not be obvious.
"It was great to get together with
my colleagues and to know that
there is a common interest in the
topic of diversity. The workshop
was a wonderful experience
because it enabled all of us to get
together to look at collaboration on
and off campus and to begin to
work on this program and this issue
around the state," said Kim
Alexander, extension associate of
Family and Youth Development.
"This is an outstanding program
because it approaches diversity
from different perspectives than
other diversity workshops do: It
addresses all issues instead of focusing on just one or two," said Alesia
Smith, director of Student Judicial
Services.
The
weekend's
workshop
trained 12 new NCBI members at
the University.
"We plan to develop a network of
the members in our team with
those in teams at other institutions.
We will meet regularly and possibly cross-train for particular workshops. We are looking forward to
continuing building upon the work
that has already been done on
teaching
differences,"
said
Richardson.
The success of the workshop
relied heavily on the active participation of those who attended it all
weekend for them to get their ideas
across to members of other institutions.
"By defining the issues of diversity, the program expands awareness
about the topic and it is good for
building coalitions and breaking
down barriers.
"The workshop was very important with respect to creating a network and expanding collaboration
to include the issue of diversity.
South Carolina Alliance 2020 was
proud to sponsor it," said Kathy
Woodard, project coordinator for
South Carolina Alliance 2020.
NCBI's workshop gave partici-

pants a chance to share experiences,
thoughts and ideas on diversity and
discrimination with each other.
They plan to take what they have
learned from each other and apply
it to everyday situations and future

workshops.
With all of this participation
and enthusiasm toward diversity
and the NCBI program, participants
will begin planning workshops that
both new and old trainers will facil-

itate together. By increasing the
number of those who are trained to
conduct these workshops across the
state, the issue of diversity awareness is well on its way to being
improved in all areas of the state
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REDFERN HEALTH CENTER
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Monday - Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
PRESCRIPTION REFILLS JUST GOT EASIER!

PRESCRIPT!*

Faster Service, for Students
Email your request prior to 2 p.m. and pick up your prescription
refill that same day. After 2 p.m., your prescription refill will be
ready the following day.
To request a prescription refill, email Redfern Pharmacy at:
ezrefH@clemson.edu enter "prescription refill" on the subject
line of the message and put your name and prescription number in
the body of the message. DO NOT put any other information in
your email.

You 're the Reason We 're Here!
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I AM?

sponsored by The Division of Student Affairs

I was born and raised in Dallas, Texas.

PUTTIN'EMBACK

I wanted to be a fireman when I grew up.
I got my first job at age 13 cleaning animal cages for a veterinarian.
I became an Eagle Scout at age 15.
I got a guitar and joined a band at age 16.
I graduated from Florida State with a double major in Economics and
Political Science.
I am married to Kristin and have no children but have 3 dogs.
I have been working at Clemson for 5 months.

■ ■

I am the Director of
Development for Student
Affairs.

=^~zW^e.

I am responsible for finding
support for all areas of the
Division of Student Affairs from private gifts to
Foundation Grants.
I work to "Develop" the
Division.

TOOD MORSCHHAUSER/siiiior slaff

Four students bond over beers and a pizza in a bar. Many students find rest and relaxation with friends downtown after a
long week of studying and attending classes.
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Service fraternity celebrates 60th anniversary
^Alpha Phi Omega looks
backonyearsojphilanthropy.
MICHELE CAUSE

staff writer

The brothers of the Gamma
Lambda Chapter of national service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega
will be celebrating 60 years of leadership, friendship and service to
students in colleges and universities across the United States on
Friday, Oct. 6.
This weekend's events will
include a semiformal banquet, tailgating before the football game, an
alumni box for the game, a reception and a golf tournament.
"This is the first time that there's
been a major, complex celebration
since our 50th anniversary 10 years
ago," said Alpha Phi Omega
National President Jack McKenzie.
According to chapter president
Adam Hogan, "This weekend is a
time for us to celebrate."
Prided on their service to the
community, the brothers of Alpha
Phi Omega, in conjunction with
Tigers Who Care and Gamma
Sigma Sigma, recently set out to
unite all service organizations on
the University's campus. They have
been asked by the Clemson
University
Research
and
Development Department to help

put together a set of criteria for
community service projects.
"We're trying to push service on
campus [as well as] unity," said service chair Rob Lockard. "We have
five to six core [service] projects per
semester that take place on the
weekends."
Some of those service projects
include Wilderness Way Girls
Camp, Jubilee Partners, Blood
Drives, "Make A Difference Day"
and Keep Clemson Clean.
Wilderness Way is a school for
underprivileged and neglected
teenage girls who are taught to deal
with life's problems and depend on
one another while living in the
wilderness.
"Wilderness Way is a girls camp
for repeat offender minority
females who lack a sense of selfworth," said Lockard, "and the
brothers go in and present a positive male influence."
Partnered with the brothers of
Alpha Phi Omega at the University
of Georgia, the group works very
closely with the Jubilee Partners,
one of the national founders of
Habitat for Humanity. They bring
refugees from the Congo and Sudan
to America to teach them accelerated English and to help them
restructure their families. The
refugees learn how to function in a

household in which both the man
and the woman work. The brothers
help make their community comfortable.
"We paint houses, build fences,
work on irrigation systems, pull
weeds and put down mulch," said
Lockard.
The most successful service project this year has been the First
Friday Blood Drive.
"We had the biggest turnout
ever," said blood drive chair Sam
Parsons, "and we look forward to
having just as good of a turnout for
the Clemson-Carolina blood drive
in November."
The brothers are looking forward to the blood drive in
November because it is the biggest
blood drive in the state. Clemson
competes against USC for a week
for the most blood donations and
the winner is rewarded with a silver blood drive cup for its efforts.
Clemson has won this battle 11 out
of 13 times.
"Since we are going to be doing
the drive all week long, it gives people more chances to give blood,"
said Lockard, "and we really want
to win this year."
The brothers are working hard
to promote the Clemson- Carolina
blood drive and are doing a number
of things to see that the event is sue-

cessful. The Residence Hall
Association has approved a blood
drive competition for each residence hall. The hall with the most
blood donations will be awarded.
There is also a competition for
Greek organixzations. The Greek
Bowl is very similar to the competition between the residence halls,
only in this competition, the organization with the most donations
receives a party.
According to Parsons, "For every
person who donates blood, 2.5 lives
are saved, so we are using every
method that we can to advertise."
During the week of the
Clemson- Carolina blood drive, former Clemson band Cravin' Melon,
as well as University President Jim
Barker and men's basketball Coach
Larry Shyatt will help advocate the
drive.
Recent affiliation with Tigers
Who Care has allowed the brothers
to participate in the nationwide
"Make a Difference Day" celebration. The goal of this day is to have
the biggest single-day food drive in
the Upstate. Charities from
Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens
counties will benefit from the food
collected on this day. Alpha Phi
Omega will assist in sorting the
goods.
As a means of giving back to the
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Earn a full semester's credit in just eight weeks with Midlands
Technical College's mini-semester. Classes start October 16 and
end December 11. More than 80 classes are available in the
mini-semester. Many Midlands Technical College classes
transfer to Clemson University. For more information, visit
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period with no renewals, while the
books are rented to alumni and
general public for two weeks with
one renewal. Although according
to librarian Pam Draper the "price
is much different than a regular
book," late fees are the same as they
would be for a traditional book. The
fee is not the same, however, if an
eBook is lost. The library has not yet
had this problem, but patrons will
be charged the full cost of the
device, $269 if one is lost.
Obviously these eBooks afe very
different from the type of material
generally found in a library. Each
eBook is able to contain 40,000
pages of text in a package roughly
the- size of a 400 page book.
Although not the only difference,
"portability of information is the
biggest advantage," says Sarah
McCleskey, a University librarian.
The apparatus weighs only
around five pounds, and fits easily
into a backpack.
Draper likes "all the cool technological things and also the thing
that we can get several titles on one
book."
Nevertheless, the eBooks do have
disadvantages. As Draper revealed,
"I tried to find out what was available in popular titles and there
aren't a lot available at this time."
McCleskey agreed saying,
"There's just not that much stuff
available to put on them."
Clemson first began using
eBooks last spring when Dean
Boykin suggested that McCleskey
write a grant proposal for this type
of equipment. As it turns out,
around the same time Professor
Cecilia Voelker was doing a summer humanities program in Genoa
and was interested in finding a
FROM PAGE

campus, the brothers, in alliance
with IPTAY, have begun a Keep
Clemson Clean Drive. This project
came about after Alpha Phi Omega
talked with George Bennet about
how it could help alleviate the
loads of trash left after each foot■ball game. Now, for each football
game banners and trashcans are
placed around campus to encourage others to help "keep Clemson
clean."
"We were backed by IPTAY to
help keep the practice fields clean,"
said Lockard, "and [the project] was
a way to keep the brothers in
Clemson on the weekends to promote something for campus."
Along with its service projects,
Alpha Phi Omega donates money
to the Arthritis Association as well
as the American Cancer Society.
"It's really exciting to celebrate
60 years on campus and be as
strong [in service] as we are," said
Hogan.
A. prominent member of Alpha
Phi Omega is former University
President and trustee Philip Prince.
The fraternity is proud to share a
brotherly bond with him.
"[This weekend] is a way for us,
the younger members, to bring in
the old members and show them
what we are doing," said social
chair Brandon Mills.
portable format for the texts that
her students would need in Italy.
An $8,000 grant was awarded, and
eBooks were purchased, as were
texts to put on them for the traveling students.
The success of the books was so
great that upon the return of these
students, eBooks were adopted into
the main library collection.
Professors in the College of
Architecture, Arts and Humanities
are currently using the original
Rocket eBooks. These professors
choose a number of books to put on
the eBooks and then are able to use
those eBooks for the semester in
their classrooms.
No concrete plans exist yet for
purchasing more eBooks because it
"sort of depends on how people like
these," said Draper, "even as we
speak this is an obsolete addition.
Probably we'll be doing more
eBooks, but not necessarily this
same type."
The professors involved in the
classroom eBook project will meet
to discuss the efficiency and benefits of the eBooks. Another problem
with making future plans is that, as
computers go, the Rocket eBooks
that our library owns are quickly
being replaced and upgraded by
GemStar, the company that produces them.
Even so, McCleskey believes that
the current eBooks should last
Cooper Library for "at least a couple
of years."
McCleskey also mentioned that
in the future, a more efficient type
of online alternative might be
sought.
A program called NetLibrary
that contains 16,000 titles able to be
read off a computer screen may be
more effective for a library and
institution that is as big as
Clemson.
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STOPPING continued
Silvestri said, "People
want downtown to
B remain the core of the
i'*iBBi city, but if you build the
Wal-Mart it's going to shift the
commercial center a couple miles
outside the city, and then there
will be a lot of empty retail space
and there is a lot of that already."
The Wal-Mart controversy
seems to be a no-win situation for
Clemson. Even though the retail
executives claim that this will provide more jobs, it does the exact
opposite.
In Barczewski's analysis, she
wrote, "Most researchers who have
investigated the impact of a WalMart's entry into a retail market,
however, have found either negligible or negative effects on the level
of employment. The negative effect
occurs because Wal-Mart sells
more merchandise per employee
than traditional enterprises.
"A study of Lake Placid, New
York, found that for every job WalMart created, one-and-a-half jobs
were lost in other local businesses...What generally happens is that
there will be a short-term increase
in local jobs, followed by a slow
decline, which can actually lead to
a reduction in the total number of
jobs in a particular area over a period of several years. Moreover,
according to a study of Las Vegas,
Nevada, 'the jobs that Wal-Marts
bring with them are generally
lower-paying than the ones being
replaced.'"
The consequences of WalMart's action do not just stop at the
possible economical failure.
Problems go on with the.residential aspect of the plan, where WalMart intendsto do to the land.
Allison, who has built a model
of what it may look like, explains
the details, "What they propose to
do out there is take a piece of property, from property line to property line, of about 33 acres that has
100 feet of slope so it's a hillside.
Then, they are going to make a
plateau out of there from property
line to property line. So they are
going to cut 30 feet of the hill off
the top and fill it in to 60 feet of a
valley, built on top of the streams.
The 60 feet they are going to build,
they've got to put a retaining wall
60 feet high along the back property lines of some people who happen to live next to that property. In
their backyard, they would be
looking at a 60-foot high retaining
wall. Then, the Wal-Mart would
tower above that, probably another
30 to 40 feet. So there are people
that live next to that thing that
would never see the sun except at
noon time because that store existed. Let alone the noise and 24-hour
activity and light at night.""It's a quality of life issue," said
Barczewski. "It's not just a touchy
philosophical subject. It's got an
economic value in terms of how

people relate to their community.
People choose to live in Clemson.
Many of the residents of Clemson
have made a conscious choice to
live in Clemson rather than in surrounding communities, Seneca,
Anderson, or in some place like
that because Clemson offers a lot
of things they value in terms of the
quality of life. We have a community that as of yet is relatively
unaffected by suburban sprawl.
"We have some problems. Tiger
Boulevard is not an example of
ideal development, but in general
we still have a community. We
have a vital town. We have a place
you can go into stores and people
generally go for walks. You go to
the grocery store, you know people
and I think that is something that
should be valued and I think that
is something we don't want to lose
in Clemson.
"We have a beautiful town. We
have a unique town and I think we
want to keep it that way. Not
everywhere has to be the same, A
lot of people think that growth
means Wal-Mart. I think that some
places need to be different and
unique," said Barczewski.
Allison said, "I think Clemson

something desirable about that
and people are willing to sacrifice
some things for it."
The debate continues, however,
as Wal-Mart supporters constantly
attract people with their views.
Another argument that they [WalMart supporters] use is that development is coming and so the city
should jump on the train now
before the chance passes it by."
"But that's a bad argument
because development has come
down 123 yet and if this Wal-Mart
was built [they think] it would sort
of initiate all of this development.
The county has a vision of 123 as a
corridor of high-tech industries,
research parks, but that's not the
same as commercial shopping centers," said Silvestri.
The concern of the possible
commercial developments have
raised a lot of questions.
The Sierra Club released the following statement, "The new superstore planned by Wal-Mart for
Issaqueena Trail near Clemson...
and parking lot will result in the
widening of the roads to Central
and Pendleton, additional shops
and strip malls will follow and on
and on until this scattered devel-

this great support. It's given us this
great community building thing.
We just found out that there [are] a
lot of people in Clemson that really
care about their community. And,
again, I think that the other side
feels it's only a few people that live
around that care, but that's totally
not true because there are people
from all over the city and some outside."
Barczewski, who is running for
city council, partially credits this
experience with spurning her
interests to continue to help the
community and helping her to
realize that people out there do care.
She said, "I think we've all learned
that we have a great town. That people really care about the town. To be
fair, people who live near it are
going to be concerned about it
because there's going to be a 60 foot
retaining wall in their backyard
and they don't want that and they
have a right to not want that. We
had 400 people at the public meetings. They live downtown in subdivisions, nowhere near where it's
going to be. It's become a real quality of life issue for the whole community, and I think it is something
we should really value."

RODEO
will lose a lot of its distinctiveness
that attracts people here if we simply choose to develop our town in
ways that follow the same mistakes that many communities
have followed. We just become like
every other place. The distinctiveness is captured in what the president calls the "Clemson experience." There is something about
the Clemson experience that is
unique and distinctive. There is
something about the quality of life
to live here in a small town and
have many of the amenities that
the university town has without
the burdens of a big city. There is

opment reaches all the way from
Clemson to Easley Unless of
course, the Pickens County
Council can find a way to prevent
this from happening. The best
thing that they could do now'
would be to place a moratorium on
this type of construction until a
comprehensive zoning ordinance
that promotes smart growth and
livable communities can be enacted."
For students or anyone else in
the community who still believe
that convenience of a closer store
overrules all the major problems,
Barczewksi said, "Convenience is
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the argument that frustrates me the
most because they are willing to
sacrifice everything else about the
quality of life to have a Wal-Mart
five minutes or 10 minutes closer
than the Wal-Mart is currently. I
would just ask, is that worth everything? And the other thing is it
going to really save you that much
more time and more convenience if
every other trip you take during the
week takes you a minute longer
because there is more traffic in
town because of the Wal-Mart,
which is inevitably going to happen so yeah, you might save the 10
minutes driving to Anderson, but
you'll have eaten the 10 minutes up
twice during the week as a result of
that. Another thing is that students
need to be aware is that the CAT
bus will not run outside of the city
of Clemson. There is no way that
the CAT bus will run all the way to
Pickens county. There will be no
public transportation to that WalMart. I think that is a misconception a lot of students have."
Even though this Wal-Mart
issue has yet to be put to rest and
has upset many people, the situation may have done some good.
Silvestri remarked, "There's been
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Clemson graduate students study 123 growth potential
► Highway should retain a
natural look.
MOLLIE FOWIGAN

staff writer

U.S. Highway 123 has been a
popular topic on residents' minds
and now they may have something
else to ponder. Six Clemson graduate students are working on a project proposal that will be prepared
for the Pickens County Council as a
part of the U.S. Highway 123 corridor plan.
The plan is to draw high-tech
industries for a business technology
parkway, while maintaining the
natural elements of the four-lane
highway. "It will be attracting economic development opportunities
to the county, and especially that
corridor, while preserving scenic
qualities," said project member
Abigail Kinnison.
The area itself is attractive
because of its close proximity to
Interstate 85, the University and TriCounty Technical College. These
factors create a high research and
skilled labor potential for the fastest
growing county in the Upstate. "The
infrastructure is there as far as sewer

water, and [there is the possibility of
wiring] fiber optic cables along [U.S.
Highway] 123, which would serve
for technology," said group member
Josh Martin.
The graduate students will be
working out in the field assessing
the needs of the area by developing
design guidelines, taking a visual
inventory and compiling certain
data such as parcel maps, topography and land use. Once the data is
completed, they will present the
information along with several case
studies and create a management
plan complete with regulations and
options for the corridor.
The Pickens County Council
and the residents of the corridor
will meet to discuss their concerns
with the student group about local
growth. "We'll hold public meetings
to solicit community input and
explain to them [what will happen],
and use their input in developing
the plan," said project member Jason
Peek
Planning professor and County
Councilman Jim London said that if
the plan went through, property
owners along U.S. Highway 123 and
the immediate areas would see the
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value of their land rise. Owners
could also take advantage of lowinterest loans and tax credits for
conservation easements.
"It's a really exciting opportunity
for Pickens County, to not only have
a good economic opportunity, but
also to have a nice looking road. It's
like the best of both worlds," said
project member Lucy Noth.
The students' project plan will
aid the county in determining how
growth should be shaped in an area
that is behind many other cities in
South Carolina. "Pickens County
has not participated as much in the
economic development with plants
moving into [the state]. That type of
development brings tax revenues,
jobs, et ceteras, to the county, so thjs
is one of the methods that [it] is looking to gain," said Peek.
All of this hands-on work is
preparing the six students for future
experiences too. "It's.good for us to
do a project that actually takes
shape and is not just make-believe,"
said Martin. The project is considered the group's community service
element for the City and Regional
Planning Masters Program. "We
look for applications that are rele-
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tions into serious considerations.
There is no sympathy, just the law.
She said, "The maximum fine,
which changed Oct. 1, has gone up
$225 [due to court costs]. The law
for minor possession of beer does
not call for jail time. I don't think
I've ever sentenced jail time for
underage drinking.."
Fortunately for many lawbreaking students, the state gov. ernment requires the University to
implement a criminal program
called Pre-Trial Intervention or PTI,
which is designed to give second
chances and an allowance to clear
up a bad rap. Hence, if a student
was on scholarship, such as the
LIFE scholarship, there would be
no revocation of ah award that
depends on sober behavior. This
program, however, should not be
viewed as a backup "just in case."
Almeda Jacks, vice president of
student affairs said, "Your LIFE
scholarship can be canceled or
taken away if you're convicted. If
you go through PTI successfully,
you don't lose your LIFE scholarship because you've completed the
course and your record is expunged
at the end. With first time offense,
they usually go through PTI. If
they're arrested again and convicted, you do lose the LIFE scholarship.
"Also, with our alcohol policy
that is in place right now, with second offenses, parents are notified.
First time offense, we notify parents if it is a very serious problem
that we feel that the parents need to
be involved in. We are not contacting them for punishment. We are
contacting parents because we
need their help with their student."
While the Clemson authorities
continuously attempt to curb
underage drinking, McCrary said,
"We are not out hunting them. If
you're having a party just be reasonable and respect your neighbors. Don't do dumb stuff like duct
tape someone to a pole, and that did
happen here. It's just a hoot and
then they wonder why we're
harassing them. We don't come out
to look. We come out and look for
criminals or safety hazards. We're
looking for things out of the ordinary going on"
McCrary continued, "You are
allowed to have alcohol in your
room, but you have to be 21. We are
not going to come knocking on
your door and say, 'who's 21?', unless
your neighbor calls and says, you're
raising hell over there and something is going on. We're going to
show up and we're going to be
checking I.D.S. If you're having a

vant, and the county gets some good
services [from the project]," said
London. For the past 30 years, the
department has completed dozens
of projects that have included plans
for many towns and counties in the
state. Director of the graduate program in planning, Dr. Barry Nocks
said, "Localities are aware of the project efforts and are interested in
working with the University to fund
the projects."
Today is no different. "The corridor also has the potential to be the
high-tech corridor for the state of
South Carolina," he said. There is
talk that the area could be similar to
the Research Triangle Park in
Raleigh-Durham area in North
Carolina.
Nocks is also optimistic. "The
challenge facing Pickens County
(and the University indirectly) is to
guide growth in a positive way.
Industrial development that features high-tech operations with
"high paying jobs and limited pollution would be a welcome addition to
the area," he said.
Now the graduate students will
wait to meet with local U.S.
Highway 123 residents later this

month. The residents' feedback will
help determine what the graduate
students will include in their project
proposal that they will present in a
third meeting to the county.

party in your room and it overflows into the hallway and if we get
a phone call or when we are walking around the community and
stumble upon it, we're going to
check I.D.s."
Although the campus police are
also not scavenging for underage
drinkers downtown, all the bars
have restricted underage drinkers.
According to Kelly Wragg, wait
staff at Tiger Town Tavern, "The
door guys are trained to check LD.s.
During the day time it's not so
much of a problem. The wait staff
has general knowledge and checks,
but the door guys know what to
exactly look for and we have a book
that shows what every state I.D.
should look like: SLED comes in
once in a while to check ID.s, but
it's generally not a problem. The
door guys generally catch it most
of the time."
David Thompson, part owner of
Tiger Town Tavern, said, "We just
tell them [underage drinkers] they
can't come in. We tell [the door
guys] to try to do the best they can
and obviously some people are
going to slip through. We just tell
them to do the best job they can do
with people coming in."
One of the main problems with
underage drinking, as numerous
, studies have shown, is that many
college students have a distorted
perception that drinking is another
way to socialize. While this pseudo-fact spreads, more and more
students are led into believing it
and thus arises the problem of peer
pressure. A student must watch his
or her step closely because in the
end, giving into this force with
regards to drinking may not be
worth it.
Culler said, "When you come
into my court, I've got to make my
decisions based on the law. So as far
as whether you are guilty or not
guilty, peer pressure doesn't matter."
Still, McCrary knows what it
may be like, "There are things you
do to be part of a group, to be
respected by a group. Alcohol is one
of the biggest things, if you drink,
it's fun and you're part of it and you
think you're going to be respected. I
think fraternities are more visible,
but I don't think the thrust is there!
I think it is any social gathering
where there is going to be drinking,
there is going to be pressure on the
young people to drink. The person
that is insecure, unconfident, they
want to fit in, they may be tempted
to drink," she said.
About two years ago, an 18-yearold Massachusetts Institute of
Technology fraternity" pledge, Scott
Kreuger, died after drinking 15
shots in an hour. Also, Mindy
Somers, a 19-year-old freshman at

Virginia Tech, went out and drank
too much even though she knew
her limits. Trying to get in bed, she
slipped and fell out of her window
75 feet down to her death.
In one local incident, McCrary
sadly recalled, "We had one student
who fell out of one of the fraternity
residence halls and died and as
they are taking her to the hospital,
they kept calling her by this name
and she kept saying, this other
name. She had this false I.D. and
they were calling her by the name
on the false ID.. She died knowing
that no one knew who she was
That still kind of makes me kind of
choky."
Culler said, "I'm sure 'everyone
has heard of that. Well, if you. have
something like that happen, the
entire community is appalled.
None of us want to see that happen.
The responsibility level is so different from individual to individual,
but the law enforcement has no
way of monitoring of that. So the
law says until you're 21, don't drink.
I recommend that they don't drink.
If a huge group of 18-year-olds and
20-year-olds got together and really lobbied the legislature, a lot of
the arguments are you can take us
out to war, why can't we drink a
beer, and if there is enough
response in that age group then the
law might change. There has been
such a push from MADD mothers
and other groups who are pointing
to statistics on accidents of how
much the under 21 age group contributes [to accidents] and a lot of
statistics to back up to why the law
was changed."
For now, "It's against the law to
drink if you're under 21 and the
smart thing to do is not to drink.
And if you choose to drink after
you're 21, then drink in moderation,
it's almost a rite of passage when
students come to a college campus,
they think they have to drink and
that's just not true. People that
choose not to drink have good
experiences at Clemson and I
would honestly say that my educational advice to them would be to
find some other alternatives to having fun. They're out there," said
Jacks.
McCrary said, "Don't drink. We
have wonderful resources at
Clemson at Redfern and [the] police
department that are willing to
help. Call somebody and talk to
them. R As have information to help
you. I just cannot advocate anyone
drinking underage and I can't say
drink responsibly. There are a lot of
things you can do, but if you drink,
you are increasing your chances of
something happening. Sometimes
it takes something bad to happen
to get your attention that you're
messing up. It's scary."

Vstaff photographer

KEEP IT GREEN: 123 is a grassy

stretch of highway at this time.
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joking going into the apartment."
But later, witnesses also reported hearing loud arguments coming
from the apartment Friday night
that ended with a "noise."
By Saturday morning, Gardner's
mother Bobbie became suspicious
and filed a missing persons report
after her daughter neglected to call
her as promised. After checking
with hospitals and friends, Bobbie
Gardner requested that a deputy go
to Littlejohn's apartment at about 6
p.m.. The deputy went to 950
Cherry Street, where Littlejohn
resided in apartment C-l, but got
no answer.
Shore said he believes the two
were likely dead at the time, perhaps since Friday night.
"I thought something was
wrong because she always called
me," said Bobbie Gardner. "I still
don't understand how she was in
that apartment."
Shore said Littlejohn's gunshot
wound was consistent with a gun
being pressed to his right temple. A
9mm handgun was found near his
body.
Gardner was shot in the top of
her head after an apparent struggle. Shore reported that marks on
her head suggested that her hair
may have been yanked forward
before the shooting.
"It makes me shudder," said
Arthur. "Everyone says [Littlejohn
was] a great guy who would never
do anything like this, but people
have quirks and tempers. It's tragic."
Even more tragic is the fact that
Gardner and Littlejohn both left a
child behind (from separate relationships).
The Pendleton police do not yet
know who bought or owned the
gun involved in the deaths.
"We investigate all deaths as a
homicide, but quite honestly, I
don't think we're going to find anything else," said Arthur. "We have
no reason to think it is anything
than what it appears to be."
"Littlejohn shot Gardner in the
head and then turned the gun on
himself," said Shore.
This point of view frustrates
Littlejohn's
father,
Thomas
Littlejohn Sr, a Gaffney, S.C, resident.
"I think the police investigation
was sorry," Littlejohn Sr, said. He
refuses to believe the murder-suicide theory.
"He loved this young lady," he
FROM PAGE

said. "But my son was not that
weak for one woman."
Littlejohn Sr, said his son was a
good person.
"He was respectful, polite,
church going," he said. "He was the
type that could make you smile.
The last thing he ever said to me as
he was leaving home was, 'Peace
out, Daddy. I'm straight.'"
Littlejohn Sr, said that the
police moved the body before the
parents had a chance to see him.
He stated that the police did not
call the parents to notify them of
their son's death. Instead, the
Littlejohns received a phone call
from a friend of their son.
Littlejohn Sr, said the friend was
hysteric, screaming, "Thomas is
dead! Thomas is dead!"
According to Littlejohn Sr,
Gardner was staying in Atlanta
during the week, but spending
weekends with his son.
Bobbie Gardner said her daughter was warmhearted and always
had a smile.
"She always tried to make
everyone cheer up and look for the
good in themselves," said Bobbie
Gardner. "When you were in a bad
mood and depressed, she would lift
your spirits."
Littlejohn was remembered in a
memorial service in Tillman Hall
on Wednesday.
"At his [Sept. 28] funeral, it was
very, very evident that many people loved this young man," said
Dean of Students Joy Smith. She
met Littlejohn during his sophomore year and remembers his
"intense eyes and a very intelligent
mind."
"We are living in a world where
things happen that nobody can
explain," said Reverend Williams,
who spoke at the memorial service.
"Silent frustration is destroying a
lot of people today. It will have you
smiling when you really feel like
crying. It will have you hanging

out with your friends when you're
hurting on the inside. There are a
lot of unanswered questions, and
people ask, 'Why, why, why?' Death
is all around us."
The obituary printed in
Littlejohn's funeral program
remembers a religious, devoted son,
father and brother.
"The memories we have of [him]
will always be precious to our

hearts," it read. "He gave much
devotion to each of us. His family
and friends will always love him."
"I think the Clemson family
feels the loss of anyone, and we
especially feel for his family," said
Student Body President Rita Bolt.
Littlejohn Sr, said he cannot
accept the supposed circumstances of his son's death.
"He loved his son [Sha'Quille

PAGE

Allen] very much, and he was
about to graduate; he just had too
much going for him," he said.
Littlejohn Sr, said the family
will wait for the final results of the
police investigation and if they are
not satisfied, they will hire a private investigator.
"We will never believe that he
killed himself or that girl," said
Littlejohn Sr.

USDA CHOICE
\Help Us Celebrate Our 1st Anniversary]

Hearty
t6c
rloi

fes
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INCLUDING
Choice of 2 Side Items

Thanks For
A Great
No Coupons
Necessary

Fff*c/* V/?/7flI
M.U&1> J-&Wt •

4119 Clemson Blvd. • 864-225-2455
OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER

•

LUNCH FRIDAY, SATURDAY

&

SUNDAY

HANDCUT STEAKS

THOMAS DEMAR LITTLEJOHN JR.

HEAVYEQUIPMENT

excursion to
tfanooga, TN
Novemb

3

ro r-MT° BREAK

COST INCLUDES:
2 nights 8t 3 days housing
(most likely in Hawthorne Suites)
• Tennessee Aquarium
• IMAX 3-D Theater
• Ruby Falls
• Battles for Chattanooga Museum
• Dinner Cruise on The Southern Belle
COST:
4 per room $151
3 per room $168
2 per room $186
DEADLINE: October 19th
EUUBETO PNnSH/>t.UT photographei

This machinery is a familiar sight around the Daniel and
Martin area. Questions of safety arise as students areprcea to
walk around equipment while it is beingoperated.

(We have to give the travel group the list
of names and rooming assignments so we
cannot extend this deadline!
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HELPWANTEP
Babysitter needed for toddler boy. Afternoons in my
home. References, experience required. Please call
Katy at 654-7862.
BARTENDERS MAKE $100$250 PER NIGHT! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
CALL
NOW!! 1-800-981-8168 EXT.

9014.
SUMMER 2001 PAID
INTERNSHIP
EARN OVER $6.000

Looking for a male/female
roommate to share a .
4bed/2bath house near
campus. Please call Tom,
Mike, or Kim for more information. $250+util. Avail,
immediately or for next
semester. 646-9327.
Seeking female tenant to
share 3 bdrm furnished
apartment. 1 block to
downtown Clemson.
Call 1-800-578-9222.

654-4192.
Psychological Astrologythe greatest tool we have
in understanding the
human psyche!

r

ADVERTISING

APPLY AT

IT SELLS
IT RENTS
IT HIRES
IT INFORMS

FORSALE

WWW.TUITI0NPAINTERS.COM
"DON'T GET A SUMMER JOB...
RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER
BUSINESS!"

CREDIT PROMOTIONS
Great job opportunity for
energetic people for major
credit card promotions.
Make excellent money working part time. Call Tim for
more details at
800-572-4438 or
e-mail
TKERSHAW@WCINTL.COM

FORWENT ~
CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN
654-5483.

Pure adrenaline rush: '93
Dodge
Stealth-gorgeous
blue 5-speed 3.0L DOHC
290hp, great torque! with
sunroof, 107k miles. Engine
runs great! $5,500 0B0.
864-228-9819, leave msg.

MISCELLANEOUS
www.affordablelaptops.com
(800)864-2345
Earn a dime for every
email you read!
www.MintMail.com/
?m=14594
Attention Astrology.
Psychology, and Mythology
Enthusiasts!
Learn astrology from the
soul's evolutionary perspective with emphasis on the
Jungian archetypes, the
mythological gods, and the
basic psychological drives.
A 14-week series using your
own personal birth chart in
each class, begins Fri., Oct.
20, at 7pm. $15.00 per
class. Call Michelle Gregg-

three hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

BE A PART OF IT
ALL
STOP BY THE
HENDRIX STUDENT
CENTER
INFORMATION
DESK OR
CALL 656-2150
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON
HOW YOU CAN
LET
ADVERTISING
WORK FOR YOU!!!
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com

CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS,
ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS.
REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL
FREE, EARN$$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800
838-8203/WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
H0800Y 081S BIlfltKS BJtllH!

TRAVEL

GAIN LEADERSHIP & BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME
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Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Days $279! Includes Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group-Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com

f Panama City FL BEACH
X
[South Padre TX JnJMI

1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$389! Air, Hotel, Free
Meals, Drinks! Award
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
>; >i #* **

WINTER BREAK/SPRING
BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale
now!
www.sunchase.com or
call 1-800-SUNCHASE
TODAY!

*W *V *V *"t? *•*
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas and Padre.
Now Hiring Campus Reps SSSS.
Earn 2 ft** Trips on only 15 sales!
Free Meats & Drinks.... <^P^/>
Book by Nov. 2ml,
Call for FREE
info pack or vist us on-Une

sunsplashfours.com
1-800-426-7710
«rfc

>t

>'".

>i

•v N»r «v «v *«
***ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,

or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com
Spring Break! Deluxe
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free
Food, Drinks, and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the
Web! Go to
StudentCity.com
or call
800-293-1443 for info.
#1 SPRING BREAK 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida &
S.Padre
Reliable TWA flights.
Best
prices & Biggest parties.
Book by Oct. 15 & receive
FREE 14 meals &
28 hrs. of parties!
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

HiT THr BCUt>!
sunchase.com

1.800.SUNCHASE
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
& Jamaica. Call Sun'Coast
Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you
can Organize a small group
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free &
Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642

e

?JfRsrry

Game Day October 7th & 14th. Two hours
TAI LGATI NG prior to game time. Specials andj
in Edgar's pre-game show aired.
iii

Don't Dis the Ability":

FREE LECTURE by Henry Holder) from Hill Street Blues
October 24th in Tillman Auditorium @ 8pm I

Friday, October 13th

Combines full 3D«vision
with environmental
effects (EFX), including wind, rain, mist,
air jets, fog, strobe lights, vibrators and
leg ticklers for the most phenomenal
experience of a lifetime!

In front of Brackett Hall.
Tuesday, Oct. 10 @ 10am-4pm.

*6

Oct. 10th - Darts Tournament in Edgar's, $8 Entry
Oct. 12th - Billiards - 8 Ball Tournament in the Underground, $10 Entry
Oct. 17th - Heart Card Tournament in Edgar's, $8 Entry
Oct. 18th - Billiards - 9 Ball Tournament in the Underground, $10 Entry

Homecoming Activiti

v
ZJJJ
J.% tf.JL_
T H E A
E R

www.kramer
n t I
Tnll Frttt- BBB-fiSS-T?

TOURNAMENTS in the
*
Underground and Edgar's

com

Carillon Gardens - "Make A Difference" Day Food
Drive kick off! Take a break from float building at
2pm and climb the inflatable rock wall or sign up
with Tigers Who Care to help with the Kids
Carnival @ 3:00-6:00pm. Be a face painter, moon
walk monitor or group leader and help take kids
around Bowman to see the floats. E-mail
twc@clemson.edu to get involved!
Don't forget to come out to the
world's largest pep rally! Tigerama
2000 at Memorial Stadium @ 7pm and
enjoy the comedy of Matt Kazam.
Tickets on sale next week in the
Union Loggia & Hendrix Center
Atrium for $3, $4 at the door.
After Tigerama, come out to Edgar's
\Pub for the Snap Robinson show!

ISltCOURSES
Oct. 8th BEGINNING SHAG, Palmetto Ballroom @
5:00-6:30pm.
Oct. 9th SWEDISH MASSAGE. Hendrix Student Center, Meeting Room A @ 5:30-8:00pm.
Oct. 10thYOGA, Hendrix Student Center, Meeting
Room A @ 5:00-6:30pm.
Oct. 10-11thCOMMUNiTY CPR. Hendrix Student Center,
Meeting Room B @ 5:00-9:Q0pm.
MARKSMANSHIP, Fike Rifle Range ® 7:309:30pm.
Oct. 11th SELF-DEFENSE CLASS, Hendrix Center
Multi-Use Room @ 4:30-6:30pm.
Sign up at the Union information Desk
Today! For more information,
call 656-4357.
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FROM BACK PAGE

old, I guess it will affect a 19 or 20year-old."
Heisman hopeful Woodrow
Dantzler did not seem rattled by
the lifeless crowd as he racked up
308 yards of total offense. The
Orangeburg, S.C, native rushed for
134 yards with three touchdowns
on 22 carries, and he completed 11
of 19 passes for the remaining 174
yards.
Linebacker Keith Adams had an
impressive performance, leveling
first time Duke" starting quarterback D. Bryant to the turf on three
separate occasions.
Clemson (5-0,3-0 ACC) raced to
a 35-0 halftime lead to put the
game out of reach. Ahead 21-0 in
the second quarter, Dantzler took
off out of the shotgun, and slipped
through a hole before Duke's defensive back Darryl Scott grabbed his
leg. Dantzler stayed on his feet to
shake off the defender before heading into the end zone for a 34-yard
touchdown run.

"I saw the end zone and I knew
some way or another I was going to
get there," said Dantzler.
Sophomore cornerback Brian
Mance picked off a ball in the second quarter for a 57-yard return
that set up a one yard Travis
Zachery touchdown run.
Duke (0-5, 0-2 ACC) showed
signs of life in the second half by
taking advantage of turnovers and
mental lapses by the Tigers. The
Blue Devils were able to equal their
season point total with the 22point performance.
With a couple of minutes left on
the clock, Bryant orchestrated an
80-yard touchdown march against
the Tiger reserves. Clemson's Jackie
Robinson then fumbled a kickoff
return that set up Ben Erdeljac for a
five-yard touchdown run.
After the game the defense that
going in was ranked first in scoring
by allowing only 6.5 points per
game was disappointed.
"We strive for perfection and if
they score on the defense that is not
perfection," said linebacker Chad
Carson. "We wanted to hold them as

STEVE GUERRV

staff writer

The final games of the intramural flag football regular season were
held this week, but the results will
go a long way in sorting out the
playoff picture. Both intermediate
and advanced teams tried to finish
the season strong to gain a higher
seeding for the tournament.
Pika Gold remains the top team,
as they have been all season, but last
week was highlighted by two
games between top ten teams. In the
first game, number three Beer
defeated number 10 Kappa Sig
Snappers in an offensive shootout,
40-20.
With their impressive victory,
Beer has jumped up to second in the
poll. In the second match up of top
ranked teams, number four
Greenwave defeated the eighth
ranked Lions 18-8. After their big
victory, the Greenwave were nearly
upset by LXA, but it managed to
salvage a 12-12 tie and slipped to
sixth.
This week's top game featured
two teams ranked in the top five.
Defending champions Delta Chi
Knights took on fifth-ranked Nine
Athletes and a Smoker. Delta Chi
also won the Director's Cup test
year, which is awarded to the team
that does the best in all intramural
sports combined. Nine Athletes are
not a large fraternity like their
opponents, they are a group of
about ten friends who are all active
in sports.
The game was a seesaw affair
that saw both teams trade touchdown drives early. Delta Chi drove
the length of the field in the last
minute of play to take a 13-12 lead,
but Nine Athletes drove back with

close to zero as possible and we didn't do that."
Even Dantzler was down on
himself.
"I did not get better today, I took
about five steps back," said Dantzler.
"I'm concerned with the missed
assignments, lack of concentration
and inconsistency."
Duke's plan coming in was to
take away the run, and it accomplished that in the first half.
Dantzler was forced to throw and
many of his passes were off the
mark.
Nonetheless, Duke Head Coach
Carl Franks was impressed with
what he saw.
"We had Dantzler a few times
and he ran right through us," said
Franks. "At times, it looked like a
game of flag football."
Clemson was happy to walk
away with the win, because the
team knew all too well what defeat
felt like two years ago.
"I remember losing here my
freshman year, and that was one of
the worst losses I've had in my life,"
said Carson.

less than 19 seconds remaining.
After a deep bomb was caught
along the sideline, the final play of
the half saw a potential touchdown
pass sail just wide of two Nine
Athletes receivers.
Nine Athletes started the second
half and took an 18-12 lead after a
touchdown scoring drive, but the
Delta Chi took over. It followed its
own touchdown drive with an
interception that was returned for a
touchdown.
The pick, one of two for Delta
Chi in the evening, changed the
momentum of the game and turned
out to be the difference. Delta Chi
added a late touchdown to come
away with a 33-18 victory.
"That interception was probably
the turning point in the game," said
Derek Oglesby, captain of Nine
Athletes. "It was anybody's game
until then. We're going to regroup
and be ready for the playoffs."
The final week of the season also
saw number four Sigma Chi Gold go
up against The Sharks. Results were
not available at press time.
The Sharks are coming off of an
impressive week where they
outscored their foes by a combined
score of 58-24. Sigma Chi won their
only game last week by forfeit.
While many of the teams in the
advanced league are battling for
rankings and playoff positions,
teams in the intermediate league
are fighting for a birth in the tournament.
Advanced teams can make the
tournament despite losing one or
two games, but the only way for the
intermediate teams to be invited is
to win their division. The teams
that made the playoffs were posted
outside of Fike yesterday. Results of
last night's games were not available
at press time.
' The tournament is single elimination, and will continue until a
champion is crowned.
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Our football team is the best in the
stateSo is our newspaperBut you don't have to wearany pads to play
onourturf.

65&-2150

Delhi Palace

Welcome to the finest Indian cuisine!
Buffet Lunches

755 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, SC 29609

CATERING

OPEN 7 DAYS!

msm mtim, i@mii • AVAILABLE1

Pi"M^BM-?et
WHi^T

l.PKAGold
2. Beer
3. Delta Chi Knights
4. Sigma Chi Gold
5. 9 Athletes and a
Smoker
6. Greenwave
7. Sharks
8. Lions
9. Cherry P Daddies
10. Tightends
FLAG

F O O T B A L L

WIN A TRIP
FOR TWO TO

AFRICA

BUY ONE DINNERS
GET ONE f
Expires 10/31/00
NOT VALID Wl ANY OTHER

Sum

50

"£/LL>

/o
OFF EH'tIRE STOCK

m
Coyote
,
Legends >
f

This year the cast of MTV's
'The Real World' went to Africa.

Now you can too!

SELECT GROUPS OF
«^*
Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.com

Serengeti
Randolf

UVEX
.and many morel

Costa
del Mar
Fowler's
Pharmacy #1, Inc.
1908 Laurens Road
Greenville, SC 29.607
ALL

SALES ARE FINAL

This trip to Africa is provided by
f,

-

*

wafkhvide vacatt<5n*

ta35y<«rol<ta

virgin
atlOfltlC

No Purchase Necessary. Open to residents ol U.S.
between the ages of 18 and 35 as ol 9/S'OO. Void
where prohibited. See agency tor Official Rules or go
to councillravel.com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00.

Council Travels
counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL

NOW YOU CAN

M

TOP MANUFACTURERS • FACTORY DIRECT
BEDS • SOFA SETS • FUTONS
ON SALE NOW.

iecM^JMin^SHOPPinG 7l$P-Communicatiops
Two Great Sites -Tons of Opportunities

SHOPPinG: A million discounted products for secure purchase \ /
• 10 malls: i-Shop and my Superstore
ISP: $14.95 per month UIHimiTED Internet access
• HO contract, no setup fees
„~—^'
• 5 email accounts, lumb each -^
• TOll-f REE 24/7 Tech Support
LOnG DISTflnCE: fls low as $0,03 per minute
OPPORTUniTY: Seeking Partners/Entrepreneurs to expand business
wupuj.opportunitg-starts-here.com
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(864)235-3130

Intramural flag football
teams battle for top spot
► Postseason play begins
this weekfor the cream of
the crop.

SPORTS ■
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wujw.excelir.com/bedenbaugh

li LiJikiMikili
• STYLES • QUALITY •

I EXTRA ,
110% OFF 1•
iw» Mention Of Ms M

• SAVINGS • SERVICE • ■_ *«?w»_ J

ORE WAREHOUSE

Hours: 10:30am - 6.30pm • Closed Wed. & Sun.

864-716-0000
4135 B CLEMSON BOULEVARD • ANDERSON
(1 Mile Off 1-85 On Rt Across From Skateland)
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IN FREE NO! 1 REE Ms! 1 FREE PIZZA! ■ IE CDs! 1 REE Pli! 1 FREE CDs! 1 FREE PIZZA! 1 FREE ft! IN FREE Pli! ■ FREE is!

Best Pizza (in Clemson)

It's fast! Easy! Even fun! (sort of).
Turn this in and you could win
some cool stuff.

Best Italian Restaurant
Best Mexican Restaurant.
Best Chinese Restaurant
Best Place to Take a Date
Best Fast Food

We're feeling pretty good. Maybe that's

,

Best Sandwich Shop.

why The Tiger is offering free prizes

Best On-Campus Dining.

for filling out this crummy survey. It

Best Coffee Shop

doesn't take much time to fill it out

Best Travel Agency.

(you can fill it out now, during class —just don't let

Best Apartment Complex

the professor catch you doing it), and you could
Best Place to Live On-Campus.

make off with a couple of free pizzas or CDs.

Best Place to Study

What's your favorite place to order pizza in the
Clemson area? Where's the best place to rent

Best Auto Repair Shop.

movies? Who's your favorite professor? Fill out your

Best Bank

answers to these questions and others in the survey

Best Bar

on the right. We'll compile the results for The

Best Place to Hear Live Music

Tigefs 'Best Of Clemson' issue (Oct. 27), AND you

Best Place to Meet New People.

will automatically be entered in a drawing on Oct.

Best Place to Get a Haircut

. 27 for three free prize
Best Florist

packages.

Best Tanning Center.

The first name

'"w

drawn will receive two free CDs of his

Best Movie Rental Place

or her choice ($16.99 value or less per

Best Gift Shop

CD). The second name drawn will

Best Music Store

receive two large, one topping
pizzas and a 2-liter Coke from
Papa John's Pizza. Finally, the

Best Book Store
Best Convenience Store
Best Clemson Merchandise Store

third name drawn will receive
two medium, one topping pizzas and a 2-liter Coke from
Papa John's Pizza.
■ ■■
It's quick and painless, and you stand a big

Best Clemson University Coach
Best Professor
Best Major
Best Sorority_
Best Fraternity.

chance of winning some great prizes. The
deadline for entries is Monday, Oct. 16 at 12
p.m. You may bring them to The Tiger offices
at 315 Hendrix Center.

Sorry, but we cannot accept
forms after 12 p.m. on
Monday, Oct. 16.
One entry per person.
Look for our 'Best of
Clemson' issue on Oct. 31.

Your Name
Telephone Number
The information above is for purposes of the drawing only. The three
winners will be notified by telephone after the drawing on Oct. 27.
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Lady Tigers
face challenges
at the net

THE TIGER
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WOODYDELIVERS

► Volleyball team defends
its home court in ACC showdown.
RICK LOVEOAY

staff writer
It was a busy weekend for the
Clemson Lady Tiger volleyball
team, which faced two Atlantic
Coast Conference opponents in
two days. First up on the schedule
was the Maryland Terrapins on
Friday night.
The Lady Tigers breezed to an
easy victory against the Terrapins,
winning 15-11,15-6,15-8. The win
improved the squad's record to 7-8
overall and 2-1 in the ACC.
"We played very well and very
consistently against Maryland. It
was a big win for us. All we need to
do now is put together two backto-back nights," said Coach Jolene
Hoover. Leading the Tigers offensively were Jodi Steffes with 16
kills and 13 digs and Kiki Dallao
with 15 kills and seven digs.
Meredith Kirtland recorded 11
kills, eight digs and two service
aces. Jessie Betcher handed out 49
assists and had 11 digs.
The next challenge for the Lady
Tigers was the University of
Virginia Cavaliers. The Tigers easily stole the first game of the match
by the score of 15-4. With the
Tigers leading 9-2, the Cavaliers
tried to mount a comeback. A kill
by Betcher promptly shut down
this attempt.
She faked a set and instead sent
it over the net where it proceeded
to fall harmlessly and untouched
in the center of the Cavalier
defense. Game point for the squad
was achieved off of a spectacular
dig by the Virginia defense. The
Tigers spiked the ball hard into the
center of Virginia's squad. With a
diving dig, a Virginia player barely
got the ball back over the net. With
the ball barely clearing the net
onto the Tigers' side, Dallao giftwrapped and hand delivered the
ball back to Virginia, giving the
Tigers the opportunity to put the
game away with one point.
Virginia completely dominated
the second game. The Cavaliers
jumped out to a quick 8-0 lead
before Clemson finally scored.
With this score, Clemson proceeded to bring the score to an 8-3
deficit. The squad closed to within
12-7 on a service ace by Betcher
before Virginia finally pulled away
and won the game 15-7.
The Tigers began to pull together in the third game, keeping the
score close for the most part.
Behind scoring runs of 4-1 and 3-1,
the squad kept itself in the game
before finally losing by the score of
15-9.
The final game of the night
looked like a complete reversal of
the second game. The Tigers
jumped out to a quick and early 8-1
lead.
Following a time out, Virginia
fought back into the game, knotting the score at eight before finishing the run at an 11-8 lead. The
Lady Tigers worked their way back
into the game, tying the score at 11,
following a service ace by Betcher.
The teams then went point for
point with each other before resting at a 13-13 tie. Virginia then proceeded to score the final two points
of the game to win the game and
the match.
"We had the momentum and
we were at home, it's just a missed
opportunity. We played hard, but I
don't know if we really played
intelligently," said Hoover.
The Lady Tigers are now on a
four-game road stretch and they
take on Wake Forest tomorrow
night. The next home game for the
squad is Friday, Oct. 20, against the
Duke Blue Devils.

DAVID KAUtfseniosiaff

NO KNOCKS: Clemson's quaterhack Woody Dantzler (1) escapes a tackle hy Duke's Darryl Scott (12) and Ronnie Hamilton (11). Dantzler
went on to make a 34-yard touchdown on this play.
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Second-ranked Tigers
take down Cavaliers
► The women's soccer team
remains undefeated after
two weekend games.
ANDY PALAND

interim senior staff writer
The second-ranked women's
soccer team spent this past weekend in Virginia for two games. The
first game was Friday against ACC
foe and 14th ranked Virginia in
Charlottesville. The second game
of the weekend was against the
University of Richmond on Sunday
afternoon.
The Lady Tigers knew they had
their work cut out for them against
the Cavaliers. Head Coach Ray
Leone expressed how hard it is to
play on the road.
"Charlottesville is a very difficult place to play," said Leone. "They
have a great crowd."
The first thirty minutes played
out in a very physical style and the
Lady Tigers took awhile to get comfortable and settle into their game.
"The team struggled; UVA came
with everything," Coach Leone
added, "but we Finally got a goal
right before the half that really
fired us up."
The goal was scored by Heather
Beem 40 minutes in on a shot from
well outside the box.
Virginia got the equalizer ten
minutes into the second half on a
goal by Sarah Lane who was assisted by Ashley Meeker.
Time expired with the game
knotted at one, which meant overtime was necessary to decide the
winner. Clemson didn't have to
wait long as Cindy Mullinix scored
the game winner on a cross from
Lindsay Browne two minutes into
the first overtime.
Coach Leone was happy with
the win and the experience his
team gained by prevailing in extra
minutes.
"Overtime is a pressure situation
that you can't replicate in practice,"
he said. "We showed incredible
resiliency the entire game."
With the win the Lady Tigers
improved to 11-0 overall and more
importantly 3-0 in the conference.
"The ACC games are so huge,
they are our number one priority,"
explained Leone.
The Tigers looked to build off
the overtime
win against
Richmond, but the game on Friday
took a lot out of the team as was

STERN

FROM BACK PAGE

think that has eased her transition
to coaching."
One aspect that influenced
Stern's decision to help coach this
season was her pro career being
put on hold. The United States will
be starting up its own volleyball
league and Stern is looking forward
to the opportunity. Expectations
are high as the team she trained
with last January along with the
team that will be training this
coming January, looks forward to
January of 2002 and the hopeful
opening of the new pro league. The
league will start in the Midwest
with about 6-10 different cities.
"If 1 make that team, I'll be back
playing pro in January, but if not, I
will go into coaching somewhere.,"
said Stern. "I am very much considering staying in coaching, especially
being on hold with playing pro. It's a
decision I'll have to make between
coaching and the pro league."
These lofty goals and accomplishments are not something new
for her. In the summer of her
sophomore year she was one of
only two girls to be asked to train
with the A-Team of the National
Team that represents the US in
international competition.
"It was a tremendous honor to

evident in the play of the team.
Coach Leone sympathized with the
team.
"We were exhausted," he said.
"Richmond won their game easily
on Friday, so from the start I knew
it was going to be hard. We played
as well as we could of."
The team showed why it
deserves to be ranked second in the
nation by playing through this setback and notching a 1-0 victory.
Clemson forward Lindsay Browne
scored the lone goal. Mullinx
played the ball into the box on a
corner kick and Browne was able to
gather the loose ball on the right
side of the goal and put it in the
back of the net.
When asked what has made
Browne so successful thus far as a
freshman, Coach Leone credited
her work ethic.
"She is very persistent and never
gives up," he said. "Her and Deliah
Arrington play well together and
really help each other out."
The 1-0 victory marked the
eighth time in 12 games the Lady
Tigers have played where the winning margin was one. Coach Leone
looks at the balance in the women's
game as the reason for so many
close contests.
"The games have been very
intense," he stated. "All of the
women's teams are so closely
matched that most end up as one
goal games."
The schedule doesn't get any
easier for the 12-0 Lady Tigers as
their next game is Saturday night
against Duke in Durham, NC.
Leone looks for another battle
against an improved Blue Devil
squad.
"Duke is one of the best," Leone
said. "They had a lot of injuries last
year, but all of their players
returned and they have added some
quality newcomers. It's going to be
quite a challenge."'
There will be plenty more close
games before the year is over for the
Lady Tigers. They will have the
past successes so far to look back on
and gain strength from in those
close matches. The sign of a great
team is not only to survive adversity, but to find a way to win when
everything is not in your favor. The
women's team has definitely
showed it has what it takes to be
champion and will look to keep
piling up victories.
be asked to try out, being selected
from the original 71 girls that were
there," Cindy reflects. "I remember
watching the Olympics and seeing some of the girls I knew and
had played with."
In addition to these accomplishments and honors, another
honor was bestowed upon her
that no other Clemson volleyball
player had ever received before.
Cindy was named the Clemson
volleyball programs first AilAmerican and first American
Volleyball Coaches Association
(AVCA) All-American, which was
"just another added benefit of last
season and our 31-3 record along
with the year we had. To add in
those two awards made it that
much more special."
Not stepping down from her
coaching platform yet, Stern left
today's team a message to take to
heart.
"I just hope that they are able to
enjoy the competition and the battle and that they make good
friends along the way in their
teammates that they are willing to
go into battle with them, whether
on the volleyball court or anywhere in life," she said. "My most
cherished memories from playing
are my everyday relationships
with people I played with and the
friendships I made."

WIN

named the most valuable offensive
player of the tournament.
Like his coach, he was encouraged with the team's overall play.
"A lot of players stepped up to
contribute to this team performance," said Lisi, the team's veteran
leader. "This was a big game for us,
we're taking every game one at a
time."
Clemson improved its record to

FROM BACK PAGE

for the Titans when Lisi redirected
the ball into the goal off of a
Tambosi shot for the third Clemson
score of the afternoon.
Lisi later scored his second consecutive goal to put the game out of
reach. After the game, Lisi was
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7-3 while Cal St.-Fullerton fell to 6-4.
The win was just one game within a series of tests for the Tigers.
Most notably, Clemson travels to
Columbia to face an always tough
Gamecock team over the weekend.
Lisi thinks Clemson's recent good
play will prove beneficial.
"We want to transfer what we
did this weekend to South Carolina
next Sunday," Lisi stated.
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Upstate recruits questioned
► Anonymous complaint
leads NCAA officials to
Gaffney.
PHILLIP CASTON

editor in chief

The NCAA sent two investigators to Gaffney, S.C- on Tuesday to
examine allegations of recruiting
violations against Clemson.
An anonymous complaint
brought about the investigation of
the recruitment of two verbal commitments to the Clemson football
team. Defensive end Jeff Littlejohn
and linebacker Roger Mclntosh are
the two Gaffney High School football players who have been questioned.
, Clemson Associate Athletics
Director Becky Bowman stated that
the University was not under
NCAA investigation because the
NCAA had not notified the school
to report that the athletic department was under investigation.
Littlejohn reported to The
Gaffney Ledger last week that he
was hired by a Clemson supporter
and Gaffney resident to do landscaping work every Saturday last
summer in Gastonia and Clemson.

r

Littlejohn said that he was paid
$100 a day for the work.
"We all got paid the same,"
Littlejohn said. "[Gaffney Assistant]
Coach [Dan Jones] got us on the job.
We had projects to do. We got the
same pay as the other workers."
The NCAA is also investigating
the purchase of Mclntosh's 1996
Jeep Cherokee and Littlejohn's 1994
Jeep Cherokee. Mclntosh's grandmother reported to The Ledger that
his father bought the car and
Littlejohn's mother had bank
papers on the loan that his brothers
and sisters took out to buy him the
car.
According to The Ledger,
Littlejohn, Mclntosh and the other
landscape workers did work on
Head Coach Tommy Bowden's
property and another assistant
coach's property.
Littlejohn is also being recruited
by Tennessee, Florida State,
Georgia, Michigan State and Miami.
NCAA
Enforcement
Representative Jim Ellsworth and
NCAA Director of Enforcement
Mark Jones were the two NCAA
officials who visited the players
and their parents at Gaffney High
School on Tuesday.
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Daily Grind
This is a big week, a big game.
It's getting to the point in the
season where we haven't had a
break yet and everybody's tired.
That's why we have to be mentally tough. The game is easy; it's
just practice. You've gotta prepare and as long as we do that,
we'll be ready for the game.
State's Big Threat
I wouldn't say there's one particular player. They're playing
with a lot of confidence, they've
got a lot of good players playing
with confidence. It's not like
they're coming in 2-2. They're 40, believing in their system and
running it well. They have a
well-greased offense coming in
with confidence and they've
beat us the last two years.
It's just going to be fun. To be
the best you've gotta beat the
best. Coming in, I'm not going to
say they've played a bunch of
powerhouses, so it's going to be
interesting. We're undefeated,
they're undefeated, they have a
lot of confidence, we have a lot
of confidence. We're just going to
come out and see who wants it
the most.
High School Reunion
I'm looking forward to the
NC State game because there are
three guys from my high school
that play for them. JJ.
Washington plays DB, Jatavis
Saunders plays wide receiver
and Kerrick Saunders plays DB.
We've been talking junk back
and forth all week. We've been
talking back and forth on the

fall all week. They've been blowing my cell phone up. I'll be in
class and they'll call me in class.
We're gonna see on Saturday
because it's payday. Last year,
they beat us but we went to a
bowl game. They picked on' me
when we went out back in Stone
Mountain. They were saying,
"We beat ya'll, we beat ya'll!" But
I just kinda yawned with my
bowl ring on and showed them
that bowl ring. That helped to
quiet them up. I'm really looking
forward to this game because
there are a lot of people coming
from Stone Mountain High
School: old teachers, old friends.
It's bragging rights for us
though.
Words To Live By
I got a quote from Raymond
Priester I'd like to share with you
guys. He said, "If you want to
achieve something, you have to
go out and believe that you can
achieve it and put your mind to
it and anything can happen."
Mai Lawyer wanted me to
say that we don't care what
kind of receivers come in
because we have faced
the best since we practiced against the best in
Mai Lawyer, Tony Home,
Rod Gardner. We see the
best every day because of
Mai Lawyer. So I don't care
if an NFL team comes in
here. Who's the best
receiver in the NFL?
Jerry
Rice?
Randy Moss?
We don't
care

because we've faced Mai Lawyer.
They've been buggih' me all
week.
Is there one player you have
played or will play who you
most despise?
There's a bunch of them. I
would have to say Peter Warrick
is one of them. The refs let him
get away with so much. If you
catch the ball and get tackled,
you're not supposed to throw the
ball. Peter Warrick would throw
the ball and get away with so
much and talk junk. This guy
coming in, Koren Robinson, is
another one. He talks a lot of
junk. The guys that talk a lot of
junk are going to eventually
come to you, so I'm looking forward to seeing him Saturday.
South Carolina, their whole
team talks—I mean, that's going
to be a physical contest. After
every play, since the rivalry is so
intense and now they're pretty
good this year, there's going to be
a lot of pushing and shoving
after the play. You really hate
to play them. You're not
scared to play them,
but you really despise
their players and you
really want to go out
and be extra mean,
extra dirty, talk a lot
of extra junk. That's a
fun game, and that's
the game you really
star on your
schedule.
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Second-half Duke offense surprises the Clemson defense
► The Blue Devils took
advantage oj Tiger openings
and scored 22 points.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

The Clemson defense proved it
is vulnerable on Saturday by giving up 22 points to lowly Duke, a
team that had scored only 22
points all year.
Leading 35-0 at the half, the
Tigers let their effort level slide;
Duke refused to go down without a
fight. The second-team defense,
which gave up big plays at the end
of a 55-7 win against Wake Forest,
drew the ire of Coach Tommy
Bowden.
"They don't deserve one [comment]," said Bowden when asked to
comment on the unit's play. "They
complain about playing time and
then they go and do that."
Despite getting three sacks for
the day, linebacker Keith Adams
was apparently so distraught by

the point total that he did not talk
to the media after the game. Those
who were talking were not pleased
with the defensive effort.
"It's disappointing we let them
get so many points," said middle
linebacker Chad Carson. "We are
trying to be the number one
defense in the nation."
Statistically speaking, Clemson
was the best in the nation coming
into the game, yielding only 6.5
points per contest. But they did not
improve on Saturday.
After stalling on the first drive
of the second half, Duke's Fred
Harris blocked Jamie Somani's
punt out of the end zone for a safety. Although it was not even on the
field, the points do count against
the defense's scoring statistic.
Duke's offense then broke
through midway through the third
quarter. On third-and-two from
the Clemson 41, Duke's Chris
Douglas took a handoff from the
right tackle and raced to a touchdown to make the score 42-9.

"That was the most disappointing play," said free safety Robert
Carswell. "We just had a letdown. A
couple of guys were out of position,
and that guy was pretty fast too."
With five minutes remaining,
quarterback D. Bryant, making his
first start, marched the offense 80
yards for a touchdown on
Clemson's second-team defense.
The ensuing kickoff was fumbled
by Jackie Robinson, and Duke's
Ben Erdeljac scored two plays later
to give the Blue Devils 22 points.
"I don't think the intensity was
there," said senior defensive end
Terry Bryant. "They're just freshmen and they're playing in front of
no crowd. I guess they feel there
wasn't anything to play for."
Carswell said the first- and second-team defenses slacked off and
that they will pay for it during
practice.
"When Coach Herring looks at
the film and gets a hold of us on
Monday, that will be the end of all
that," he said.

DAVID KALK/^ni.

SIT DOWN: Keith Adams records one of his three sacks of the day at the
expense of Duke quarterback D. Bryant.

Tiger Town readies itself as undefeated Wolipack invade Death \&lley
► It will be a duel of the
undefeated as Clemson
takes on NC State.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

i

staff writer
Expect an offensive showcase
this Saturday as two undefeated
teams both averaging over 400
yards of total offense per game
square off in Death Valley.
In the matchup with Clemson,
NC State has an important advantage coming into the game. The
Wolfpack are enjoying the luxury
of 16 days to prepare. The last time
NC State faced an opponent was
two Thursdays ago when they
came from behind to defeat
Georgia Tech, improving to 4-0 for
the first time since 1994.
With the bye week, NC State did
not advance far into the polls, but
the AP has NC State knocking on
the doorstep at number 26.
"The amount of time they have
to prepare for us is definitely a concern. I would not be surprised if

they are able to drive the ball pretty
well on the first couple of possessions until we have a chance to
adjust to what they are doing." said
Tommy Bowden.
With the constant media blitz
surrounding Clemson and their
outstanding offense, some notable
accomplishments by NC State have
largely been ignored by reporters
covering the ACC.
NC State will bring a worthy
offensive unit into Death Valley
that will test the resolve of the Tiger
defense. The Wolfpack are averaging 37.5 points per game this season, and rank 14th nationally in
scoring offense.
The Wolf pack's most dangerous
weapon is sophomore wide receiver
Koren Robinson. He leads the
nation in receiving yards per game
at 124.5 per seven touchdowns.
Robinson has a string of five
consecutive games with over 100
yards receiving and will try to tie
the school record with his sixth
consecutive game. The current
record is held by NC State alumnus

and current NFL standout Torry
Holt. ■
Solidifying his reputation as one
of the most dangerous players in
the country, Robinson is the
nations leading kickoff returner
averaging 37.2 yards per kickoff
return.
Against Georgia Tech, Robinson
returned one kick 80 yards for a
touchdown, and had a second
touchdown run of 97 yards called
back for an illegal block. For the
game he accumulated 227 all-purpose yards. He leads the ACC in five
different offensive categories.
NC State freshman quarterback
Phillip Rivers has the task of delivering the ball to his dangerous playmaker. Rivers, who led the
Wolfpack to three come from
behind wins this season, has completed 21-of-40 passes for 335 yards
and five touchdowns in the fourth
quarter alone.
NC State defeated Big Ten opponent Indiana in the season's second
week when Rivers and Robinson
hooked up for a 61-yard touchdown

pass to win the game.
Bowden noted in his press conference that NC State is an excellent
come from behind team, chiefly
because of their outstanding quarterback.
"He (Rivers) is a winner.
Composure and leadership are also
words that come to mind when
describing him. Besides having all
of those intangibles, however, he is
an extremely accurate passes," said
Bowden.
Rivers is third in the nation in
total offense with 325.3 yards per
game, 19th in passing efficiency
with a 144.2 rating and fifth with
an average of 24 completions per
game.
The Wolfpack has an effective
defense. NC State ranks second in
the ACC in passing defense, allowing only 173.2 yards per game. More
impressively, the Wolfpack defense
has given up only two touchdowns
in the last nine quarters.
After the first two games of the
season, including the embarrassing
overtime win over Arkansas State,

it appeared that NC State was going
to consider its defense a liability
allowing opponents to score 69
points. Over the next two weeks,the
Wolfpack allowed only 272 yards
per game, including a meager 2.6
yards per carry on the ground.
Similar to Clemson, NC State
has had a resurgence in the program with the arrival of new head
coach, Chuck Amato, the former
defensive coordinator at Florida
State, has instilled a never say die
attitude in the hearts of the NC
State players. They have demonstrated this new commitment to
winning with come from behind
victories over both Georgia Tech
and Indiana.
Interestingly, Amato and
Bowden coached on the same staff
at Florida State in 1982. That
Seminole team finished 9-3 with a
number 13 ranking.
This Saturday is another important test for Clemson, but a win
over this worthy opponent will go a
long way to silencing critics of
Clemson's soft schedule.

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

A potpourri of pigskin ponderings
Just a few thoughts conjured
up while trying to stay awake
during the fourth quarter of
Clemson football games:
Sign of the Times
The only point of concern
that may have come out of
Saturday's whipping of Duke is
that apparently the Duke radio
staff was successful in predicting
whether
Clemson
would pass or
run by stealing signs.
That really
isn't a reason
for concern,
but rather
the fact that
offensive
coordinator Rich Rodriguez was
surprised by it is.
Offensive and defensive coordinators look for tendencies in
their opponents' schemes, and
Clemson has no shortage of
them. What happens when we
line up five receivers with no one
in the backfield and Woody in
the shotgun? A quarterback draw
What happens when we have a
yard or less to go for a first down
and we line up in the I-formation? A quarterback sneak.
Anyone who has watched

Clemson football games over the
past two years can see these, as
well as many other plays, coming
from a mile away.
So why aren't the coaches concerned about stealing signs and
predicting plays? First of all, they
haven't been stopped this year. If
Woody Dantzler can get 10 yards
every time on a draw, who cares if
the defense knows it's coming?
They haven't
stopped it yet.
Between
Clemson's no
huddle offense
and defenders
taking signs
from their own
coaches, there
isn't much time
to change the
defense and adjust.
There will eventually come a
time when a defense will notice
these tendencies and jump on
them. It will probably be Florida
State, but it could happen sooner.
That's when Bowden and
Rodriguez will pull out one of
the 50 or so other plays they have
for a given formation or situation
and make a big play. Woody tried
the fake draw—where he takes a
step in like he's going to run and
then stees back and throws the
ball—frjrthe first time all season

against Duke. That play worked
some last year and there are probably a few more plays that the
coaches are saving for that big
third down.
Is Rodriguez really surprised
by the fact that someone can see a
play coming? Probably not, but it
is a good answer to give to the
media. When you can beat somebody straight up, there's no need
to change things up or run any
trick plays.
All Around Excellence
In case you haven't noticed,
the football team is ranked fifth
in the country, the women's soccer team second and the men's
soccer team eighth. All that
remains is a couple of wins in the
postseason and, of course, the
annual beating of South Carolina
in just about every sport (which
the women's soccer team has
already accomplished).
Show Me the Heisman
As you may be aware,
Clemson quarterback Woodrow
"Woody" Dantzler is now considered one of the top candidates for
college football's player of the
year award, the Heisman trophy.
The chase is being dubbed "Team
Dantzler for Heisman" to reflect
the junior's team-guy attitude and

demeanor. To catch everyone's
attention, Sports Information
Director Tim Bourret came up
with the slogan "No Knocks on
Woody" to play off the phrase
"knock on wood" and because he
has a great all-around game. The
choice was not an easy one for
Bourret, who received input from
everyone from coaches to players
to corporate sponsors. So without
further ado, here they are:

est with a Woody."

The top 10 rejected Woody
Dantzler for Heisman
slogans:

3. From Rich Rodriguez and
Tommy Bowden:
"Anyone with a Woody like
this will score every time."

10. From Trojan:
"You can't sack our Woody."

2. From UPS:
"Delivering Woody's Package
every Saturday."

9. From the strength and
conditioning staff:
"We keep Woody hard."
8. From center Kyle Young:
"KY helps Woody penetrate."
7. From Tiger fans in the
Midwest:
"No Brees is stiffer than our
Woody."
6. From Clemson wide
receivers:
"A Gardner cleans house easi-

5. From the American
Institute for Testicular
Cancer
"Getting the job done with one
ball and a Woody."
4. From Tiger fans in
Columbia:
"Our Woody is better than any
'Cock."

one rejected
And the
ir Heisman
Woody
in Demos
slogan
Ifeshe home
(Clas&
office in
ive a big Woody
"It's be
than a small Vick."

Louis Garmendia is a graduate student in the MBA program. E-mail
comments to sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Football:
vs. NCState, tomorrow, 3:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer:

Cruising
► Tigers win
despite lackluster
defensive effort.
Page 19

@ South Carolina, Sunday, 2 p. m
Women's Soccer
vs. Wofford, Tuesday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer

vs. Georgia State, Wednsday, 7 p.m

SPORTSPEHSPECTIVE
Christopher
Kisco

staff writer

Tigers need to
switchjocus
Tierry Bowden stopped by older
brother Tommy Bowden's
weekly press conference this
past week to interview his brother
for a special feature to be broadcast
this Saturday during the networks
Football coverage.
During his stay he patiently
answered reporters questions for
thirty minutes, answering many
questions on the mind of Tiger fans.
Terry agreed that Woody
Dantzler is a legitimate Heisman
candidate, but in the current broadcasters opinion he needs Michael
Vick to lose at least one game and
Florida State to lose one game as
well, thereby lessening the chances
of Chris Weinke.
I agree with this assessment
because the Heisman has as much
to do with hype and reputation as it
does with overall performance on
the field. Many football fans believe
either Vick and Weinke locked up
the Heisman trophy up last season
with his outstanding performance
in the Sugar Bowl. Dantlzler may
very well be the best college football
player in the country, but he has
only been in the limelight for a few
weeks and is still relatively
unknown to Heisman voters.
As complimentary as Terry was
about the success of Clemson this
season, he also warned of the danger of overconfidence perpetuated
by the media, and how it may harm
Clemson's football team.
"I listened to everyone's questions, and you didn't ask a lot of
questions about NC State, you all
asked questions about how good
Clemson is," said Terry Bowden.
Terry is correct. If you look at
Clemson's recent record versus at its
upcoming opponents before Florida
State, there is cause for concern.
With the exception of Maryland,
who Clemson has beaten in four
consecutive seasons, the next three
ACC opponents before Florida State
(Georgia Tech, North Carolina and
NC State) are a combined 4-8 the
past four seasons versus the Tigers.
I believe Tommy Bowden will do
an outstanding job keeping his
players focused during the next few
weeks, but the pressure to perform
will still fall on the shoulders of the
players; the same players who are
currently barraged with the press
telling them how good they are.
While no one doubts how talented this football team is, an upset
can happen at any time and the
team is surely aware of this.
As good as Clemson has played
this season, each victory has been
decided by a comfortable margin.
The team has not had to pull
together to win a close game. NC
State, however, has won two games
this season with come from behind
rallies in the fourth quarter.
Terry Bowden also answered
questions about the constant
rumors regarding Bowden's future
at Clemson. He called any speculation that Tommy would leave for
the University of Alabama or any
other school by the season's end
"pure Internet garbage."
"Tommy will stay here as long as
Clemson wants him to be here,"
said Terry Bowden.

Tigers give Duke a little hell
► Bowden's squad grabs a
35-0 halftime lead on the
way to victory.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

assistant sports editor
In a game that everybody
expected seventh-ranked Clemson
to win, Head Coach Tommy
Bowden did not take the opponent
lightly. Considering the past 15
years in which the Tigers have averaged 16 points per game against
Duke to break even at Wallace
Wade Stadium, Bowden wanted his
players to understand the significance of Saturday's contest.
The 52-22 thrashing that followed proved that the Tigers could
overcome history and environment. The atmosphere, or lack of it,
has also plagued the visiting team's
moral.
"Mentally, you have a hard time
keeping your attention because of
the environment, but you try to
talk around it and talk with your
team," said Bowden.
"I'm sure if it affects a 46-year
SEE

DUKE
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CANT TOUCH THIS: Brian Mance returns an interception during Saturday's game.

[CALLING THE SHOTS]

RETURNINGHOME

Men's team takes the title of
champion in Invitational
► Clemson eliminates tOVranked
luiiKcu teams
LCU\1o durins.
uw11rig weekween
end tournament.
NICK CONGER

BACK IN THE NET: Cindy Stern returns tojervey as the Lady
Tigers' assistant coach.

RICK LOVEDAY

staff writer
For those fans of Clemson
volleyball, there is a familiar face back on the team,
a face that belongs to Cindy
Stern. The former Lady Tiger
standout has returned to the
bench, not as a player, but as a
coach. Fresh off her final year
as a player, Stern "decided to
help out with the team while
was finishing up my undergraduate degree in speech and
communication."
As a substitute to playing,
the next best thing to her was
coaching. While her presence
on as a Tiger has been a commonplace for the last four
years, it has been a tough
adjustment for her this year
because she cannot contribute
that exciting kill or dominating block.
"That is the hardest part,"
she said of relegating herself to
the just the bench. "It's so hard

for me, because I am use to
being out there on the court.
Being in the middle of all the
action. I think last year I was
able to give more input and
help out my teammates than I
am this year. I am still trying to
get use to sitting on the bench,
seeing it from a different angle
and not being the center of
everything."
The decision to bring Stern
back was a no-brainer for Head
Coach Jolene Hoover. She felt
Stern's outstanding presence on
the court would spill over onto
the bench.
"She is a great player and we
felt like she would be an excellent role model for the players,"
she said. "She has done a great
job of being professional about
her job and handling her role
on our staff as opposed to a
player. It helps that half the
team are new and freshmen. I
SEE

staff writer
The Clemson men's soccer team
put forth a convincing team performance pounding Cal St.-Fullerton
5-1 in front of the home crowd
Sunday afternoon at Riggs Field.
The Tigers were declared champions of the Nike Invitational, a tournament that included ninthranked Furman, number 19 Brown
and Sunday's opponent, the 20thranked Titans.
"Great win for the fans here at
home," Coach Trevor Adair stated
after the game.
"Overall, this was a team coming together today."
The Tigers started off the tournament with a 2-1 win over Brown
on Friday. Mark Lisi led the way
with two goals in the second half
and Clemson held on for the victory in front of 1,126 people.
Although the score may indicate differently, Sunday's contest
was hard fought all afternoon. Both

teams had

numerous legitimate
the
The
lone goal of of a well-placed cross
scoring

OTtunit ie
s during
opening °PP
minutes off the
game.

from Fabio Tambosi for his first
goal of the season. Both players
were later named to the all tournament team. In the final 40 minutes
of the half, every ball was hotly
contested. The Tigers though,
appeared as the more dominant
team.
"The play of Oscar Bringsved
and Nathan Rawlins in the midfield did not give them much hope
to control the tempo," Adair commented.
The second half provided more
offensive highlights with two goals
and two assists each by Tambosi
and senior Lisi.
Tambosi got started first with a
goal that was assisted by freshman
Steven Rhyne. Tambosi's second
goal late in the game increased his
"total to 10 in just nine games. Cal
St.-Fullerton scored soon after
making the score 2-1.
The Tigers' dangerous and balanced attack proved to be too much
SEE

WIN,
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FANCY FOOTWORK: Freshmen players Kenneth Culter (7) and Oguchi
Onyewu (2) work toward the goal against Cal State.
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Machinal stays in motion with nonconvential structure
this betrayal from a person she had
learned to love and respect.
As the title of the play suggests,
The Clemson Players have defi- Machinal takes place during the
nitely broken the mold with their machine age and represents the
latest play Machinal. Don't expect idea of mechanical action. This is
a modest, traditional play that has portrayed in the play with the stiff
you feeling happy and cozy at the measured movements of the
end. In fact, Machinal is rather actors. It is this never-ending
disturbing and morbid. The stark mechanical action of her world
black and white scenery and cos- and thoughts which finally drives
tumes, as well as the disturbing the woman to murder.
examination of the female psyche
Director Mark Charney decided
bring about this feeling.
to keep the basic format of the
The play was written by Sophie play. He said, "We kept all of the
Treadwell who based the idea for words from the original script, but
her play on the real life story of we were also trying for an organic
Ruth Snyder, who actually was feeling. It's called environmental
executed for the murder of her theater."
husband in 1927. Treadwell cov-~
To help with the overall effecered the case when it occurred and tiveness of the scenes, the actors
this was her way of giving the not only improvise, they also creaccused a chance to tell her side. ate their own personification of
The woman who the play was the characters. Assistant Technical
based upon suffered greatly under Director Mindy George said, "I
the pressures of her mother, soci- think that we have created an
ety and men. The play's idea is to untraditional ensemble of actors.
express the emptiness of a society The cast really took a personal
that has been subjected to techno- interest in this script. They also are
logical advancement and industri- always improving and taking sugal dehumanization. This is dis- gestions after each show's producplayed in detail in the play and has tion."
a tendency to create discontent
Also there to create discontent
among the audience members.
are a few select actors called
It is the story of a woman dur- oppressors. Their purpose is to set
ing the 1920s who is convicted of the stage for the play and create the
murder. The main character is feelings of confusion that the main
Helen, a vulnerable young woman character is feeling. They go about
who ends up becoming trapped in this by yelling at audience mema loveless marriage to her boss out bers, continually moving the audiof fear of being alone and pressure ence from seat to seat, and by talkfrom her mother. She also pro- ing to them throughout the entire
duces a child who she does not production. Aside from being diswant. She ends up submitting to tracting, the oppressors are rather
everyone's wishes but her own. Her amusing and compliment the style
only solitude comes when she is of the play rather well. These
left alone. However, her world actors do an excellent job of staychanges forever as she falls in love ing in character while trading
with another man. Because of her insults with selected audience
own naivete, she believes that they members. They also get them
belong together and holds onto the involved by encouraging them to
belief that they will find each stamp their feet and by pulling
other again. Much to "her horror, them out of their seats to act as
her lover ends up becoming her extras in scenes.
worst enemy when he supports
This contemporary, stylized
the theory that she has murdered form of theatre is definitely a
her husband. Helen becomes change of pace for the Clemson
unraveled at the very thought of Players and the talents of the actuKATIE SMOAK AND RENEE RILEY

assistant TimeOut editor/staff writer

al actors do not to go
unnoticed. They do an
admirable job of portraying the desolate
times that encompass
the production. There
also is a very realistic
sensation with the
props and the costumes that make audience members feel as if
they have resurfaced
into a different era.
Although in our
time the theme and
language of Machinal
is somewhat dated, the
play received good
reviews at its original
staging and was given
new life in 1991 by the
National Theatre of
England. (It had been
hidden into oblivionfor controversial subject matter.) If you did
not get to see the show,
which continues on
through Sunday, good
luck acquiring tickets
somewhere. The show
has been officially sold
out productions since
last week. This play is
not for the meek and
shy, so be ready to be
ridiculed and to be the
focus of attention
,whether you want to
be or not. Do not plan
on sitting with your
date and do not drink
lots of liquid before the
show because there is
no intermission.
As for the reaction
of
the
audience,
DAVID KALK/xnior staff
Assistant
Director BABY, YOU'RE THE GREATEST: The Clemson Players put on a stunning rendition oj
Adam M. Huddleston the 1927 play, Machinal, about a woman executed for murder ingher husband.
said, "I think there's
been a mixed response. The play
has a different rhythm from any of
the others that we have ever done."
If you have any suggestions for plays the
The Brooks Center has taken a step
into broadening the theatrical
TimeOut staff should see please call 656-0986.
horizons, bringing diversity into a
usually traditional atmosphere.
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Dating disasters reap monetary awards
RENEE RILEV

staff writer

Dating. Since the beginning of
time it has been an important
entity of society. A little more
sophisticated now since the day of
the caveman when he would club
his love over the head and drag her
off by the hair, it seems these days
that everything is centered around
dating.
Finding that special someone
who touches you in such a way
that makes you want to spend the
rest of your life with him or her
has become so important that I
would go so far as to say that there
are girls right here at Clemson
who might be a speech and communications major but are REALLY looking for an MRS. Degree (if
you know what I me'an).
There is big money in dating as
a whole. Dating shows such as
' Change oj Heart and Blind Date
monopolize airtime on TV now,
while back in the '60s and 70s it
was The Dating Game. Dr. Joyce
Brothers and Dr. Ruth both made
it big, all thanks to sex and dating!
And to think, Friends would probably not be as popular today if
viewers were not eagerly watching
to see what craziness is developing
with Ross and Rachel, or if Monica
and Chandler actually get married. Dating is what we as
Americans love to base our insipid
and melodramatic lives around.
Despite the overall excitement
that comes hand in hand with the
word "date," horrific experiences
are not uncommon, and the website www.dipuc.com (cupid
spelled backwards) takes it upon
itself to exploit dreadful date
^experiences in the form of a comic
book.
In Greek mythology, Eros
(Cupid) is the son of Chaos, and

has pretty much succeeded running around like the bratty child
that he is, shooting off his arrows
at unsuspecting humans to make
us fall in love. Nine times out of 10
though, his arrows are skewed,
and it ends up that more pain is
inflicted than good. Enter Jill
Reger, who invented Dipuc,
Cupid's alter ego and sister who is
on a mission to save the world
from awful dates. She carries a
crowbar and a mallet - the former
to pry a person's head out of his or
her anus, the latter to knock some
sense into them, when one of
Cupid's love-tainted arrows leaves
his bow. According to the website,
she is destined to a life of righting
the wrongs of her evil twin Cupid.
She holds the title of "the savior of
love," but is actually more apt to
be coined "the party goddess."
Dipuc is a beautiful woman that
men want and women want to be.
She loves practical jokes, margaritas by the pool, driving fast cars
and most of all, hanging out with
her friends, especially the band
Brain Vomit.
Reger, a Phoenix native who got
her bachelor's degree in journalism from Chico State and studied
photography at the Brooks
Institute in Santa Barbara, was a
successful commercial photographer in Phoenix when she began
the Dipuc site. The original idea of
someone who cleans up the messes that Cupid endlessly makes was
spun while penning some of her
musings (what she calls "Jillisms")
in a book entitled: Deep Thoughts
or the Brain Vomit of the
Melodramatic. Using her family
and friends as inspiration, she created www.dipuc.com for those
who are challenged in the dating
field, or just plain unlucky. The
site includes dating humor (some

of my favorites include a girl who
dated a guy who racked up and
knocked up two different wives
and worked at a mental institution
and the guy who ate the spiciest
dish at a Mexican restaurant to
impress his date) as well as practical jokes, a "Psycho of the Week"
which gives a new meaning to the
terms "date" and "horror story." It
also has a Dear Dipuc section,
which allows her readers to write
her and ask dating advice, a Dipuc
Chat and SD's Messages. The site
also features Dipuc Cards for that
special (or not so special) person,
as well as a Dipuc store. The most
thrilling of Reger's enterprises has
to be her plan to add "Dipuc Day"
to the yearly calendar. A day in in
which all happily single people
can bask in the glory of, well ...
being single, complete with a nuts
and bolts matching game and
prizes, including a prize for the
worst dating story submitted in
written form.
"The site is set up for people to
submit their stories of their worst
dating experiences and best practical jokes," explains Reger. "If we
like someone's story, we will write
it into an upcoming Dipuc
episode." To put a sweet spin on
the website, dipuc.com will be
conducting a contest. After Reger
and her team review the stories,
four finalists will be selected and
notified by Monday, Nov. 6. Each
finalist will be the only person to
receive the code to enter his or her
comic. In the contest's second
stage, each of the four finalists will
be drawn into their own comic, a
total of four separate sidebar
comics, called "Back Stage with
Brain Vomit" (Brain Vomit being
the band with which Dipuc hangs
out). After the four separate
comics are complete, the finalists

TAKE A BITE OUT OF LOVE: Jill Reger makes a huge sensation with her
website www.dipuc.com and a $2000 rewardfor the best bad date story.
will have from Friday, Dec. 1 until
midnight
MST-Arizona
on
Tuesday, Feb. 14, 2001, to sneak as
many people "backstage" into
thier comics by disseminationg
their codes and encouraging people to enter thier comics. The

finalist with the most visitors
"backstage" will win the $2,000
cash prize. There is no purchase
necessary to enter, and interested
contestants can submit their stories by logging onto the web site at
www.dipuc.com.

Thejourney travels to Tillman Auditorium
ing, Saperston set up his first interview with Horst Schulze, the president of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
So what do most 20-somethings Company. Eric asked the customer
do with life after college gradua- service idealist how he defined suction? Not many follow the [Grateful cess. Schulze replied that whether
Dead] around the country and work you are the CEO or a dishwasher,
a ski season in Aspen just because "Success is doing excellently today
Peter Fonda told them it was a good and every day whatever it is you are
idea. Eric Saperston, however, was doing." Eventually one may be
not like many college graduates. rewarded with what can be called
The former student body and fra-_ success, but it is only a reward for
ternity president was completely one's daily diligence and commitcontent being the only one of his ment. Schulze gave Saperston this
friends not to don the typical valued advice, a list of other powerstarched suit of the working world ful business leaders to interview, a
after graduating from San Diego terryclofh Ritz-Carlton bathrobe,
State University. Unabashed and and the motivation that would conendlessly curious, Saperston tinue to send him on what would
coaxed his golden retriever, Jack, be thejourney of his life.
Saperston went on to interview
into his 1971VW bus and lit out to
hole up in the mountains, follow more exceptional people and fill his
the Dead, and ask some of the great- journal with valuable human
est leaders in the world out for a cup insight as he continued to meander
of coffee.
around the country in his van and
Storyteller, author and film- set up appointments from paymaker Eric Saperston appeared phones. Donald Keough, former
Friday
night
at
Tillman CEO of Coca-Cola, told Saperston
Auditorium with special guest that "One's success is measured in
singer-songwriter Edwin McCain direct proportion to one's ability to
.to tell the serendipitous story of ask others for help." Former
The Journey, a project resulting President Jimmy Carter encourfrom an adventure of faith that is aged him to fight youthful cyninow seven years in the making. cism and to "Never underestimate
Beginning with little more than his the power of the individual."
dog, his van and his Coleman stove, Congressman John Lewis advocatand armed with the words of his ed action, stating, "If you pray, move
mentor Dr. Tony Smith ("To know your feet." Anne Richards, the forthe road ahead, ask those coming mer governor of Texas, smilingly
back") and the revered philosopher told Saperston to "Love people,
Yoda ("Do or do not. There is no laugh a lot, and tell bad jokes."
As the travels gained momentry"), Saperston set out to talk to
America. He funded the early parts tum and media attention, the expeof the trip by selling "sexy kind dition began to take on a defined
grilled cheese sandwiches made purpose. Saperston garnered a cinewith love for $1" out of his van at matographer who had previously
rest areas and diligently attempted worked on MTV's Road Rules and
to set up interviews with some of Real World and a supporting busithe world's most ambitious and ness team and began to tape the
successful people using payphones interviews. The hours of film, number of people on the bus (now up to
and spare quarters.
After some industrious banter- four), and the empty packages of
RYAN ORENDORF

staff writer

Ramen Noodles began to add up.
The list of those interviewed
included author Ken Kesey, surf
legend Jack ONeil, environmental
activist Hazel Wolf, F.B.I. Director
Bill Sessions and [Grateful Dead]
front man Jerry Garcia. The team
was introduced to Henry Winkler
and Billy Crystal and set up meetings with Walt Disney Studios. The
wheels were in motion and the bus
continued to roll.
The 380 hours of footage composed of the thoughts and advice of
176 charismatic people were edited
and a documentary of gripping
insight began to take shape. Atom
Films will soon send Eric
Saperston's full length independently produced Thejourney to the
Sundance Film Festival.
Friday night's presentation provided the sage-like Saperston an
intimate environment in which to
share the pictures and tales that
encompassed his journey. He
encouraged the crowd to lead lives
that allow them to "get up in the
morning excited and go to bed fulfilled" as he highlighted role the
benevolent human spirit played his
travels. Saperston remained undyingly grateful for those strangers
who opened the doors of their
homes, contributed financially,
shared memories and offered
advice and assistance along the
way. He thanked Greenville native
Edwin McCain for lending his rock
star status to the storytelling promotional tour and welcomed
McCain to sing hits such as "I'll Be"
and "Do Your Thing" as part of the
presentation.
A showing of a 13-minute short
of Thejourney capped the evening.
The transfixed crowd winced and
laughed as the evocative film
revealed the tangled emotional
highs and lows of the trip, encouraged the viewers to live powerfully,
and revealed a transcendental con-

MNOONZUiZ/'scnior slaff

SOUNDS GOOD TO ME: Edwin McCain performsjor students at Tillman
Hall last Friday.
nectedness that underlies human
existence. It was an inspirational
evening celebrating a humble idea
that resulted in a reaching focused
triumph. Contributing musician to
the soundtrack Arlo Guthrie
described the project best, stating,
"We're not making a movie. We're

creating a movement."
Eric Saperston's 13-minute short
of The Journey can be viewed at
www.thejourney.atomfilms.com.
McCain's
latest
album,
Messenger, was released in July. It
contains "Do Your Thing" and an
acoustic version of Til Be".
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Cafe Flambe's
food is just OK

Wint to express your opinion in the
3aper? Send a letter to the editor at
etters@tiger.clemson.edu.

JILL ARMBRUSTER

&

STEVE CALDES

resident connoisseurs

Location, location, location— all
that is needed to for a business to
succeed, right? Not in the case of
Greenville's Cafe Flambe, located
on Main Street just across from the
Hyatt Regency Hotel. Flambe
restaurant had a nice atmosphere,
chic decor, authentic entrees, great
wine, extremely good service and
reasonable prices...but as far as the
food, it was just ok and even a bit
disappointing. From our years in
France, during the revolution, we
learned that most zoo animals taste
pretty bad. Apparently Cafe
Flambe never got the message
because we're pretty sure the
"lamb" we ordered was actually elephant flank, or at least it tasted like
it. For our appetizer, we had grilled
shrimp in scalloped potato. For
entrees, Jill ordered the roasted
.lamb, while Steve got the seafood
alfredo.
Steve: Well, Jill, just another
restaurant, just another dinner. I
was not overly impressed with the
food, but boy was our waitress nice.
Jill: I agree, the food was just ok,
your fettuccini alfredo was a bit
blah, but the scallops in it were really good. And yes, our waitress was
nice.
Steve: Yeah, 1 definitely thought
they did seafood all right because
our grilled shrimp and scalloped
potato salad we had for appetizer
was pretty good, too. But when it
comes to entrees, I think we must
have picked the wrong ones. But
our waitress sure was cute.

we'll push you to

the[@iige

i

then tell you to jump.
You know it's in you. The desire to go farther, To start where
others stop. It's why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leader.
Register today. And hold on tight.

JUftMY RGTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
For more information, contact Major Mangan
@ 656-3107 or mangan@clemson.edu
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Jill: You're right about the
entrees, my lamb tasted like pot
roast, only not even a good pot
roast. It was a bit boring, just a vegetable stew with a caveman style
hunk of meat. And yes, she was
cute.
Steve: My favorite part of the
evening, besides when our waitress
would walk by, was our wine- Los
Voscos Cabernet. I don't think I've
had a better wine, and it was a good
price. Maybe I'll use it to woo our
waitress when I ask her out.
Jill: They really had a great
selection of affordable wines, and
their bar is perfect to sit and drink
at while nibbling on your flambe.
And if you dare try to woo our waitress you will be buying your own
damn dinners, I'm tired of taking
you out to eat and you goggling
over the hired help.
Steve: I bet she would buy my
dinners; she looked like the caring
type.
Jill: The caring type? Then consider this punch in the stomach
tough love from me.
Steve: Anyway, the waitresses
are all really hot, so you should go
there. Basically, what we want to
say is that for the price, the food did
not meet its standards. And while
the wine and seafood were delicious
and the wait staff was good (and
hot), we were overall disappointed
with Cafe Flambe and would not
recommend it to anyone.
Steve: Wow Jill, we just gave our
first bad review. How do you feel?
Jill: Pretty hungry actually.
Want to go to Todaro's.
Steve: Sure, your treat.

Watch movies for free. Call the
Tiger at 656-0986.

Innov
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Connection without Question
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Local High-Speed Internet Access
-Unlimited dial-up Internet access (no long distance charges)

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

•Four FREE email addresses
-3 MS of personal web space
'56K/V.90 technology
-Unlimited access to the World Wide Web
•Unlimited incoming and outgoing mail
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-Unlimited news groupsD no censorship
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Call 653-4638 today!
www.innova.net
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Requires payment by major credit card or automatic bank draft.
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The Galley
Restaurant
Okne loJa/er/ron/ fining
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!

9:00pm @ Tillman Auditorium
Free passes available at the
Information Desks at the University Union and
Hendrix Student Center.
Passes required. Seating is limited
and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
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Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
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Stellar CDs are off the hook

Will Hoge

Carousel

originality that fans are sure to
cheer for.
One of the most charming
qualities of Barenaked Ladies'
lastest music endeavor is that
it refuses to fall into the mainstream music flow. And if you
are looking for a talented lyricist, look no further, Maroon is
a definite necessity to purchase if you have ever contemplated
buying
Barenaked
Ladies before.
-Katie Smoak
assistant Time Out editor

"I like to think of our music
as rock and roll," said Will
Hoge. "Rock is the head banging and roll is the hip shaking."
The preview release of
Hoge's latest album carousel
finally breathes a sigh of relief
into traditional, white-boy
rock. While the music has a
decidedly rock 'n' roll taste,
Hoge would feel just as comfortable in a Detroit or
Philadelphia bar as it would in
Nashville.
Carousel's preview contains
three tracks, "Ms. Williams,"
"Heartbreak
Avenue"
and
"Rock and Roll Star." Each song
definitively involves the listener and brings him or her back
to a time when the music was
good and the airwaves were not
ruled by teeny-boppers.
With a powerful voice and
an unprecedented passion,
Hoge could be the love child of
Springsteen. He's backed by a
dynamic band, including Dan
Baird on lead guitar.
The full-length CD Carousel
will be released early next year.
If you're into some great rock
'n' roll with a bluish and hiphop accent, look into Carousel
and Hoge's inaugural release
All Night Out. If you like good
music, you'll love Carousel.

THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE

Sogood that we would experience it sober.
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Four Paws

Definitely worth your time and money.

iglffcig*

Three Paws

Not stellar, but worth checkingout.

+,*%*

Two Paws

Not worth your money, steal itfmm a friend

<§$

One Paw

An incredibly poor display of wasted effort.

m\F PICK
[FTHE

-John Adam Wickliffe

V.A.S.T.
Music For People
aWOBektra

Barenaked Ladies
Maroon
Reprise Records

*****
Although Maroon is not
your typical Barenaked Ladies
collaboration, it is still full of
their typical and clever wordplay and couplets, while also
dealing with deeper matters of
adulthood.
While Maroon doesn't mirror albums Gordon or Stunt,
BNL still continues to triumph
in their own quirkiness. Some
of the songs that stand out on
the album are "Punch Me," "Too
Little, Too Late," "Falling for
the First Time," and "Off the
Hook." These tunes exhibit
familiar harmonies while
incorporating a new blend of

***
YA.S.T. is a band that is bursting out of obscurity and into the
limelight. The creation of singer
Jon Crosby, V.A.S.T. released its
first album, Visual Audio Sensory
Theater, in 1998 and quickly
acquired a small cult following.
The deep, meaningful lyrics,
Crosby's amazing voice, and the
innovative use of samples to complement the music made V.A.S.T. a
favorite amongst small underground circles, yet remained
unknown to most.
Now, with the release . of
V.A.S.T's second album, Music for
People, in September, they are
beginning to get the recognition
they deserve. Musically, the new
album is more of a band effort,
whereas Visual Audio Sensory
Theater was written and per-

5

Surfing made funky with sites
FRANK SHORTER

staff writer

"Before actually getting in your
car and going somewhere, you
should become familiar with the
various people who inhabit the
highways and byways of
America." "Lowtax's guide to
Driving" satirically describes the
common types of other drivers one
may encounter on the road. The
Crazed Mother with Kids, The
Important Businessman and Mr.
Mid Life Crisis are all types of drivers that one may encounter in the
real world, and it's pretty funny the
way their traits are exaggerated in
this article, (http://www.somethingawful.com/guides/driving/i
ndex.htm).
I pity the fool who doesn't visit
this next website. Ever since Mr. T
stopped doing The A-team, 1 think
we've all felt a small void in our
lives. That is, until now. The Mr. T
vs. X page chronicles what would
happen if Mr. T decided to fight
any number of fictional characters. A few of the better matches
include Mr. T vs. Metallica, Mr. T
vs. Megatron and Mr. T vs. Mick
Foley. (http://members.tripod.
com/"gravyboat/vs.htm).
Speaking of Mick Foley, there
seem to be a lack of good news
sites for the serious wrestling fan
out there these days. Sure you can
find 1,000 sites that will try to
guess about who ran Stone Cold
river with The Rock's rental car,
but when I want to know the
inside story, I usually check out
tormed entirely by Crosby. It teatures live instruments, and a more
band-like sound overall, while
retaining the same mystic atmosphere that attracted most V.A.S.T
fans to begin with. Lyrically
Music for People is more introspective, describing Crosby's
inner struggles and aspirations.
Based in LA., band members
come from as far away a:
Australia. A more band-basec
approach to the project has giver
V.A.S.T's second album a more
guitar-driven approach while
still keeping Crosby's strong
vocals and dynamic lyrics in the
spotlight. The songs ace the heart
of this project, and Jon Crosby is £
very skillful songwriter. Though
he writes of heartache, extreme
psychosocial complexity anc
spiritual struggle, he can alsc
write of vengeful bitterness, as in
"The Last One Alive," when he
writes, "You left me high and dry/
It changed me/ You lied to me
now I am angry/ And if the sun
comes in your room/ Awakes yoi
from your vanity/ You will fine
me because I'll be on top of a
mountain/ Pissing on your grave.'
The great care V.A.S.T took tc
make sure the album became
exactly what Crosby envisionec
it to be has resulted in an incredible CD which inspires and moves
all who hear it. The band is currently touring to promote this
album.
-Dan McCormack & Sara E. Collie

Mike Mooneyham's weekly column in The Post and Courier. He
covers both WWF and WCW, and
every now and then, there is some
ECW coverage. This is definitely
the best part of the Sunday sports
page in Charleston (when it's not
football
season).
(http://www.charleston.net/pub/
index/wrestling.html).
Ever since The Matrix came out
in the spring of 1999, there have
been quite a number or parodies of

it. This site, done by someone who
calls himself "CrObar," has got to
be the best one yet. Imagine Neo,
not as "the one," but as an annoying "script kiddie" that uses
Napster and is plagued by AOL as
he lives his life on IRC. It helps to
have used IRC once or twice to
understand what is going on, but
most fans of The Matrix will enjoy
it
regardless.
(http://detonate.net/matrix/).

INDIA
PALACE
RESTAURANT
Authentic Indian Cuisine

Indian food is
IBSTwhien
cooked fresh to
order! Not when
it is SITTING
warm

COUPON

Buy One
Dinner
Entree, Get I
One FREE! !

864-271-8875
59 Liberty Lane at
S. Pleasantburg Drive
in Greenville

expires 10/13/00

"Were The Other Guys"
Near Cracker Barretoutbacit Jfeakhouse & Hooters

222-3808
Ditiiinoii: The Movie i(
^

DOLBY DIGITAL (PG)
1:15, 3:10, (5:05), 7:05, 9:05

Meet The Parents

4*

L. DOLBY DIGITAL (PG-13)
* 1:05, 3:15, (5:25), 7:35, 9:50

Bring It On
(PG-13)
1:15, 3:20, (5:25), 7:30, 9:35

Art of War
2:05,(4:20), 7:00, 9:20

The Beplacements

Get Carter
L.
DOLBY DIGITAL (R)
* 1:25, 3:30, (5:35), 7:40, 10:00

Saving Grace

(PG-13)
2:10, (4:45), 7:20, 9:40

Autumn in New York

DTS DIGITAL (R)
1:05, 3:15, (5:20), 7:25, 9:30

(PG-13)
2:40, (4:45;, 7:05, 9:20

Bait

Space Cowboys

DTS DIGITAL (R)
2:15, (4:30), 7:20, 9:35

(PG-13)
2:00, (4:25), 7:15, 9:45

The Watcher

The Nutty Professor II: The Klumps

DOLBY DIGITAL (R)
1:25, 3:40, (5:40), 7:45, 9:45

(PG-13)
2:30, (4:45), 7:00, 9:15

Nurse Betty

What lies Beneath

(R)
1:10, 3:20, (5:30), 7:45, 10:00

(PG-13)
2:00, (4:35), 7:15, 9:50

Showtimes For Today Onlyi ATM in Lobby MC & VISA Accepted
•No Passes
Matinee Pricing
(Twilight snows)
BffliSi
VIMTOURWEBSITSI
ffiS^
j—
Si oIT* i. www.eacternfederal.com
H-W
II

PIZZA

wAI

Ctewson
50! College Ave.

653-PAPA
(7272)

Party... Meeting... Gathering...

Just hanging out?
*ft.

Don't Ask,
Don't TelL

PAGE

♦ ^^,S9

e

■„

One
Topping Pizzas
Pi

v<y

&

with orders
of 5 or more
Expires 12/00. Additional
Toppings Extra. Tax not
Included. Valid at Clemson only.
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Bringing you the ladies' picks for the Ml season
Katie's Picks

Suzanne's Picks

Titans (NBC)

Deadline (NBC)

Deadline (NBC)

Just Shoot Me (NBC)

TheGeenaDavisShow(ABQ

Ally McBeal (FOX)

Deadline (NBC)

Gideon's Crossing (ABC)

Gideon's Crossing (ABC)

That'70s Show-(FOX)

Boston Public (FOX)

Boston Public (FOX)

Dharma and Greg (ABC)

Gilmore Girls (WB)

Madigan Men (ABC)

Simpsons (FOX)

Grosse Pointe (WB)

Dark Angel {VOX)

Welcome to New York (CBS)

Two Guys and a Girl (ABC)

Will and Grace (NBQ

Cursed (NBC)

Dharma and Greg (ABC)

Charmed (WB)

Felicity (WB)

Third Watch (NBC)

Kelly's Picks

Each year, the network stations battle
it out with new shows for the fall season in hopes that audiences will catch Sex in the City (HBO)
"the fever." This year, the senior staff
of TimeOut has compiled lists of some Boston Public (FOX)
of the most highly anticipated shows
for this fall, both old and new.
Friends (NBC)

*

•

•
•

•
• Civic Center Dr. At Clemson Blvd. (Hwy 76) in Anderson, SC
•
•
•I Movies & Showtimes: 225-STAR or www.amstarcinemas.com
•

* student Discount Tickets!*

•

STADIUM
LUXURY SEA-

Available At information Desks
university union &
Hendrix Center

1* Saturday Night Live (NBC)

•*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

/Ts Baskin
(?/) Robbins
*-*
Get
10%
off
with a Student ID!!
Every Tuesday from 4:00pm to 8:00pm

Woman on Ibpbarely satisfies
WOMAN ON TOP

Company: Fox Searchlight
Rated: R
Review:
• •
KATIE SMOAK

NOW HIRING!
Sun-Thurs
11:00am - 10:00pm
Fri & Sat
11:00am-11:00pm

1060 Tiger Blvd..
Clemson
Tel (864) 654-1114

assistant TimeOut editor
Woman on Top stars newfound
actress Penelope Cruz in a quirky

m

•4

at si Dinccton
Of THEYESR

HAMLET
KUBRICKS

AJff'

fiern iA&ep &«

Friday, Oct. 13th &
Sunday, Oct. 15th
7pm Si
SHOW TIME

omm

K.
►

Melissa Bank

Friday, Oct. 8th &
Sunday, Oct. 10th
7pm SHOW TIME

^^B

o

BANK

McKissick

m

looks) lands her a television show
and Cliff the producer of their
show (Mark Feuerstein) pursues
her.
Not only is this movie full of
predictable answers, there is also a
good number of. stereotypical
characters (even though Monica's
performance is comical), and an
annoying amount of Latin music
that plays every five minutes.
While the movie does provide a
good amount of laughs, it is definitely not worth the $6.50 ticket
charge. Wait for this one to hit the
video store.

Don't settle forjust any guy, learn to fish for Mr. Right

N t: ^H

MOVIES in

movie about motion sickness,
cooking and true love. Although
Cruz is a pleasant surprise from
outside of the predictable
Hollywood 'A' list, this movie
drags on for an extra 45 minutes.
Cruz stars as Isabella, a
Brazilian wife who slaves away in
her husband's restaurant with no
satisfaction. The setting changes
when Isabella finds her husband
in a compromising position, leading her to move to San Francisco to
live with her transvestite pal
Monica (Harold Perrineau Jr.).
Eventually her cooking talent (and

The Girl's Guide to Hunting and
Fishing
««$$
The first time I read about this
book was over the summer at a coffee shop in Port Authority before
work. All the intellects who surrounded me were reading The New
York Times or The Wall Street
Journal. I chose to read USA Today
because it guaranteed bright and
colorful pictures. I'd like to start out
by saying that I never read book
reviews. I love to read, but hate to
read reviews. That morning, I did
though, just to feel smart. In retrospect, I'm very fortunate that I
chose that day because Melissa
Bank's The Girl's Guide to Hunting
and Fishingwas featured.

Now, I'm a Yankee who is native
to northern New Jersey. We do not
fish, and we certainly do not hunt.
Personally, I would rather have
sharp nails driven through my toes
than do either. Luckily for me
though, this book is not really about
either. Just a story of an average girl
trying to find Mr. Right instead of
settling for Mr. Good Enough.
Things you learn right off the
bat-this is definitely a big time
chick book (think Bridget Jones's
Diary by Helen Fielding). So if you
are a guy, stop reading this review, it
is a waste of your time because you
will hate it. The novel begins
roughly around the time when Jane
is 12 and becoming accustomed to
the pleasures and evils of dating
vicariously through her brother
and his much older girlfriend. Bank
focuses on certain scenes in Jane's
life rather than having the reader
grow up with her. Jane proves to be
an extremely reliable character
Sex. Sex is a very real entity in
this book. Don't get me wrong, I
hate romance novels with a passion. . My aunt and cousin read
them, and personally I cannot really find the draw to them. However,
any good book has to have its share

of sex in it,unless of course we are
talking about classics such as Tom
Brokaw's The Greatest Generation
or Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch
Albom.
The one thing that did bother
me in the book was, as usual, the
ending. Endings are so crucial. If
nothing else, that is what you
remember; it is the last taste you get
in your mouth before you close the
pages. Some authors totally crush
the ending and make it so that you
want to read the story again just so
you can read the ending. Sadly,
Bank chokes. She makes the story
all weird close to ending and then
just ends it. Game Over. It really
made me want to kidnap her and
make her change the ending, like
Kathy Bates' character did to James
Caan in Misery.
The Girl's Guide to Huntingand
Fishing is a five paw novel easily. It
has well developed characters and
scenes that positively drop you into
the story, hook, line and sinker. The
ending was such a disappointment
though that it dropped it down to
only a four paw novel.
~E. Kelly Leach
TimeOut editor

Write reviews on CDs, come work for The
Tiger. Call 656-0986.
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Titans charges ahead at theweekend boxoffice
REMEMBER THE TITANS

REMEMBER THE TITANS

■ Company: Warner Bros.

■ Company: Warner Bros.
■ Rated:R

■ Rated: R
■ Review:

■ Review:

****

*****
LUCAS TRUDEAU

staff writer

In ancient mythology,
the Titans were the fathers
of the gods. The Titans had
strength, knowledge and
immortality, which is why
a few major sports teams
tend to take their names
from them. This was the
case in 1971, as the T.C.
Williams High School
Titans made history. They
made history, so Walt
Disney Pictures made a
movie about the Titans.
In Remember the
Titans, the new laws of
social integration rock
, Arlington, Va. during 1971.
The white families do not
want their children going
to school with black children and vice versa.
However, the force of discrimination felt is mainly
shown by the football
players on the screen.
More stress comes to
the team when the
Arlington School Board
says that a black head
coach will now run the
team. This head coach is
played by none other than
Denzel Washington, who
gives an astounding performance. His command
of the field and players
during the movie makes
one truly believe that he,
and he alone, will create
this team from scratch,
even if it kills them.
While Washington is

faced with the struggle
against the families of
Arlington, he chooses to
face the problems with
his team instead. Neither
race wants to sit, live or
play ball with the other,
and takes tricks that
Washington has in order
for his team to even runa
single play. Using tactics
that his assistant coach,
played by Will Patton,
calls
insane,
Washington brings his
team together to become
an unstoppable force on
the field.
This movie is jam
packed with struggles GAME OVER: Titansget ready to rumble during the new laws of
and conflict, all which social integration in Arlington Va. in 1971.
leave the audience feelJANELLE LIPSCOMB
ing an abundance of the events that play out on
staff writer
screen
actually
heartache or pride. Of the
course, the movie has its occurred. And if the
Move over Varsity Blues,
bright moments too. Some fathers of the gods can
well-developed
punch learn to trust, then maybe the Titans have arrived. From
lines given by the young we normal human- beings the producer of American
favorites Top Gun, The Rock,
men who play for the can too.
and Armageddon comes yet
Titans keep the mood at a
another captivating movie.
joyous level and keep the
In this day and age it would
momentum of the movie
not be unusual to see black
flowing. A surprising
If you like seeing and white football players
character was that of
entering as a team, jiving and
Patton's on-screen 9-andmovies from this jumping to the rumbles of the
a-half year old daughter,
crowd's cheers, or to watch a
played
by
Hayden
perspective call white quarterback handoff a
Pannetire. That young
football to a black running
lady seems to know more
the TimeOut sec- back.
about football than Vince
However, in 1971 in a small
Lombardi did at her age.
tion at 656-0986. Virginia town, an integrated
This movie is a testahigh school was.unheard of,
ment to times gone by, as
not to mention an integrated
well as to times that we
football team; that is, until the
still face today. True, it's
district lines were redrawn,
just a movie, but in 1971,

forcing a white high soldiers, both black and
school and a black high white, who died for this counschool to merge together try, Boone's voice echoes, "If
and form one school, T.C. we don't come together right
Williams High School. now, we too will be
When the white Coach destroyed." On that fateful
Yoast (Will Patton) steps note, two races slowly begin
down to assist the new to trust each other and underblack Head Coach Boone stand their coach's words:
(Denzel
Washington), "Trust the soul of a man,
already rising tempers rather than his look." Initially
flare in the community. clashing the hardest, team
This movie captures the captains Gerry Bertier (Ryan
reality and emotional Hurst) and Julius Campbell
anxiety that the members (Wood Harris) nearly start
of the community experi- another fight, but instead
ence; experiences that their argument opens the
*• often resulted in bloody lines of communications
noses, black eyes, harsh between players completely.
Although arriving back
words and other acts of
violence. Departing in into the tense and naive town
two buses filled with silence causes a few cracks in the
and hatred, the team begins foundation the players had
its first season together at built at camp, the team surfootball camp, with Boone's vives with flying colors.
voice barking in their ears, Throughout the movie there
"You will respect each other." are small scenes that lighten
Although each guy is paired the tone, such as the Motown
with a member of another singing on the buses, time in
race, stress mounts as they the locker rooms and just
grow tired from the three-a- hanging out, as well as the
day practices due to their lack constant analysis from Yoast's
of communication and 9-year-old daughter. This
respect for each other. Finally, movie depicts realistically
Boone leads the team and his the strong bonds that enable
coaching staff on a midnight the team to endure the presrun to the battle sight of sure from the community,
Gettysburg. In this moving their best friends and girlscene, the players open their friends, their families, and
eyes and minds to the under- through injury and beyond.
standing of the unity. They ' This incredible movie takes
realize they need this under- one of America's favorite
standing in order to do well games, and uses it to overas a team, one unified team. come one of America's greatComparing them with the est problems: prejudice.
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY @ Tillman Auditorium
alia
ipo*Ua*ed

9 PM Wednesday, October 11
FREE ADMISSION* while passes last
INFO?: call 656-4357
* Passes available at the Union Information Desk.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.
Presented in association with UPAC.
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TODAY, OCTOBER 6

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9

• Jump, Little Children at
the Esso Club 10:30 p.m.
• Super V at McP's, $5
cover 11 p.m.

• Oh Freedom After While
■ in Vickery Hall 7:30 p.m.

• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
• Alan Jackson and
George Jones at the Bi-Lo
Center 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11
• Tina Turner with Joe
Cocker at the Bi-Lo Center
7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
• Beginning of Earth
Science week at the Bob
Campbell Geology Museum
1 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12
• Dezeray's Hammer with
Even Ether at Tiger Town
Tavern

Aries (March 21 - April
19}
If you don't check your
mail every day this week,
you'll be missing that oh so
tasty package from Grandma
- SO MAKE SURE YA
CHECK IT!

ten, and basically you'll be so
bogged down with work you
should just skip the ol' football game and get crackin'.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Once again, you will be
having another great week.
Either someone up there
likes you, or you're just an
amazing person!

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Can't find your books, pictures computer, or even your
bed because of all of the
clothes that lie in heaps
around your room? I highly
suggest that you clean up
because at the rate you're
going you're going not even
going to be able to get into it
in a few days.

Gemini (May 21 - June
20)
V
Going to class this week
will be vital if you want to
actually graduate in four
yeas. Tests will be taken,
papers will have to be writ-

Leo (July 22 - Aug. 22)
All of you lions out there,
watch out for the Tigers,
Clemson football is ranked 5
in the nation, if you can get
out to the NC State game, and
show your support, then your

CAIL6S&0986
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the
Back Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10

TOllSTETCHTSiNTHE
CALENDAR FREE,

Back Bar at TD's 11 p.m.
• Phantom of the Opera
at the Brooks Center 8 p.m.

• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the
Back Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

• Pause for Effect at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 11 p.m.
• N'SYNC at the BI-LO
Center 7:30 p.m.
• The Wind in the Willows
at the Clemson Little
Theatre. Showing Oct. 2022, 27-29

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 10 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the

• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

extra "Lion" spirit might
bring that ranking up.

suspect a lot of romping
around in the grassy fields
around campus after a wild
and crazy Friday night.
Discomfort at the NC State
game is something that
Think you're going to want
to avoid.

• EvenEther at
Roadrunners in Columbia
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Avoid eating out too much
this week, freshman fifteen
awaits. Then again, you can
nip it in the bud if you'd just
head to Fike every once in a
while.

Sagitta rius (Nov. 22 - Dec.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Go eat food now; you've
been missing meals at
Schilletter a little too often.
Your parents paid for that
meal plan - why don't you
use it?

I predict a totally tubular
week! The '80s are back again.
To truly be in tune with yourself, download as many 80s
songs as you can off of
Naptsen this astrologer predicts it'll be off the Net soon

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov.
21)
Avoid spider bites this
weekend; Mars and Pluto are
aligned in such a way that I

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan.
19}
A certain someone is in
you future. Make sure you
chum it up with your

MOW
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
• Greater Tuna at the
Oconee Community Theatre.
Showing October 27-29 and
November 2-4
• Five Way Friday, $5
cover 11 p.m.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

youngest opposite sex prof;
they're looking for more from
you besides just papers...
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb.
Avoid getting yourself into
a long distance relationship
this week. The stars are not
shooting for you in any way
shape or form.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
Avoid taking any dips in
either Lake Hartwell or the
reflection pond Friday or
Saturday night, something
tells me that swimming in
the fishes is just not a good
idea this week...
-K.T. Charisma,
Astrologer to the masses

AVAILABLE

FRO A

FRESHMAN DAZE

Solution to Last Weeks
Crossword Puzzle Below:
..:..

ACROSS
1 Able
4 Pop
8 Ocean
11 Lady
12 Former Russian emperor
13 Small bug
14 Article
15 7th Greek letter
17Elater
19 Make tatting
21
King Cote
23 Opera solo
24 Expression ot sorrow
26 Dine
28 Mistakes
30 Scar
32 17th Greek letter
34 Self
35 Atop
37 Tongue
40 Prefix meaning "in"
41 Sack
43 Done
44 Haul
46 Tehran is the capital
48 Gang
50 Substance

53 Iran's monetary unit
55 Angry
57 Peak
58 Park police
60 Help!
62 Exist
63 N American Indian
64 Bright star
66 Aid
68 Ever (poetic)
69 Freshwater duck
70 Each
DOWN
1 Water channel
2 Form of be
3 Bom
4 Old
5 Bone
6 Bit
7 Region
8 Irony
9 Grow
10 Dined
11 Information
16 Preposition
18 Before (Poetic)
20 Cap

22
25
27
29
31
33
35

PS
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Earl's territory
Unhappy
Article
Father's boy
Free
Fall month (abbr.)
Sash

36 Tell
38
39
42
45
47
49
51
52
54
56

Focus
Clothes
Type of dive
Sage
Gripe
Basic
Serious
Allowance
Season of fasting
Achieve

58 Woe
59
61
65
67

Fish eggs
Sucker
Eastern state (abbr.)
Exist
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